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Fig. 1.1. Location of the Yangtze Harbour planning area.
1 Introduction

D.E.A. Schiltmans¹ and P.C. Vos²

1.1 Introduction

In 2011 research institute Deltares, section Applied Geology and Geophysics, together with Rotterdam municipal archaeological service (BOOR), carried out a systematic field assessment and an invasive underwater investigation in the Yangtze Harbour planning area, Rotterdam, following a commission by Port of Rotterdam Authority. Projects partners were archaeological company ADC ArcheoProjecten, contractor Projectorganisatie Uitbreiding Maasvlakte (PUMA), and TNO Geological Survey of the Netherlands. The aim of the project was to locate and document any archaeological remains in submerged Late Pleistocene and Early Holocene deposits at a depth of 22m to 17m below asl in the harbour area (see Table 1.1 for administrative project data).

The planning area is part of Maasvlakte 1, west of the city of Rotterdam, and encompasses a total area of circa 230ha. The area is roughly defined by the Europa road in the north-west, the Euromax Terminal and Gate Terminal in the north-east, the Beer canal in the south-east and the Antarctica road in the south-west (Fig. 1.1). On the topographical map of the Netherlands (1:25,000 scale) the planning area is pictured on Section 37A, with central coordinates 62.253/443.382 and corner coordinates 60.492/443.731, 60.732/444.337, 64.015/443.035 and 63.775/442.428 respectively. At the time of the project, the planning area was still a functional harbour (Fig. 1.2). It is important to keep in mind that, before the construction of Maasvlakte 1, the area had been part of the sea for a long time (Fig. 1.3).

1.2 Project background

The Yangtze harbour, which originally formed part of the present Maasvlakte 1, serves as a traffic route between the harbour zones Maasvlakte 1 and Maasvlakte 2, the latter of which is currently under development (Fig. 1.4). To enable this, the Yangtze harbour was extended both vertically and horizontally. Firstly, the sea bottom was dredged to a depth of circa 21m - asl, with ensuing soil disturbance affecting levels down to circa 22m - asl.

At the time of the research project, the sea bottom was still situated at a depth of circa 17m - asl. Secondly, in November 2012, a corridor to Maasvlakte 2 was constructed in the north-western section of the present Yangtze harbour. Today the Yangtze harbour is called Yangtze canal.

Before dredging operations began, Late Pleistocene and Early Holocene sediments were present at a depth of 25m to 17m - asl. Soil removal activities in the context of the construction of Maasvlakte 2 were expected to unearth in this stratigraphic sequence archaeological remains from the Late Palaeolithic (35,000 BP-9200 cal BC) and Mesolithic periods (9200-5300/4400 cal BC).³ This expectation was based on the earlier discovery of archaeological material before, during and after the construction of Maasvlakte 1 (see, among others, Louwe Kooijmans 1971; Verhart 1988; idem 1995; idem 2004; Glimmerveen et al. 2004; Hessing, Sceur, Vos, and Webster 2005; Manders, Otte-Klomp, Peeters, and Stassen 2008), and also on the presence of Mesolithic sites at other locations in the Rotterdam area, e.g. Rotterdam-Emplacement Centraal Station (Guiran and Brinkkemper 2007), Rotterdam-'t Hart (Schiltmans 2010) and Rotterdam-Beverwaard Tramremise (Zijl, Nieku, Ploegaert, and Moree 2011). In 2008 the area’s archaeological potential induced the Port of Rotterdam Authority and the Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherlands to draft an agreement on the proper course of action should archaeological remains be encountered.⁴ The agreement guaranteed that, on the one hand, archaeological finds would be treated with due care and, on the other, that the construction of Maasvlakte 2 (including the vertical extension of the Yangtze harbour on Maasvlakte 1 and its corridor to Maasvlakte 2) would not suffer unnecessary delay. Final responsibility for the project rests with the Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherlands, also on behalf of the Rotterdam municipal archaeological service (BOOR) and the Province of Zuid-Holland. The research project in the Yangtze harbour planning area was carried out under this agreement between the Port of Rotterdam Authority and the Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherlands.
Fig. 1.2. Impression of the Yangtze Harbour planning area during (geo)archaeological investigations.
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Table 1.1. Administrative project data.
1.3 Project stages

In 2005 a preliminary desk-based assessment was carried out as part of the planning process that preceded the construction of Maasvlakte 2 (Hessing et al. 2005). This assessment encompassed the entire area potentially affected by soil disturbance, i.e. the land reclamation area Maasvlakte 2, as well as the associated sand extraction area, and the original Yangtze harbour. Amongst other things, the desk-based assessment revealed that the subsoil in the north-western part of the Yangtze harbour possibly contained river dunes (Hessing et al. 2005, 21). River-dune locations have a high archaeological potential with regard to prehistoric sites. A scientific background study of archaeological conservation issues surrounding the construction of Maasvlakte 2 was published in 2008 (Manders et al. 2008). It presented an overview of the body of knowledge then available and of the potential of the Yangtze harbour for future research, specifically regarding the early prehistoric periods (Manders et al. 2008, 18).

Between 2009 and the end of 2011 a number of (geo) archaeological studies specifically targeted soil sections below the bottom levels of the Yangtze harbour (17m - asl) which contained Late Pleistocene and Early Holocene sediments that were at risk from the planned construction. The studies proceeded in four stages, with the (preliminary) results of each preceding stage guiding the next one (see also Section 2.1). These were executed on a progressively smaller spatial scale, thus gradually zooming in on the planning area. This resulted in the definition of three research areas, representing the macro, meso, and microscales respectively. Figure 1.5 shows the limits of each research area.

Stages 1 and 2: desk-based assessment and exploratory field assessment

The first stage, which took place in 2009, consisted of a geoarchaeological desk-based assessment. Analysis of data derived from cone penetration tests and existing core descriptions resulted in a model of the geological stratigraphy and its archaeological potential. This was followed up in 2010 by the second stage, an exploratory field
assessment, using geophysical techniques (seismic) and piston cores to test and refine the geological and archaeological models produced by the desk-based assessment. Both the desk-based assessment and the exploratory field assessment compassed the entire planning area (i.e. the macroscale).

The results of both stages have been published elsewhere (Vos, van den Berg, Maljers, and de Vries 2009; Vos et al. 2010a). These publications were added to the present publication (see Appendices 3.1 and 3.2).

**Stage 3: systematic field assessment**

The results of the first two stages formed the basis for the selection of two target zones, designated as West and East, within the planning area as the focus for Stage 3, a systematic field assessment conducted from June to September 2011 (i.e. the mesoscale). Target zone West, situated in the north-western part of the Yangtze harbour, contained a zone with aeolian river dunes, while Target zone East contained a number of Pleistocene deposits on both sides of a large gully at the centre of the Yangtze harbour. The aim of this stage of the research was to establish the presence or absence of archaeological remains in the two target zones. It involved (additional) detailed seismics in combination with a number of additional cone penetration tests, as well as additional piston cores.

Stage 3 resulted in the localisation of flint, burnt and unburnt bone and charcoal in the top layers of river-dune deposits. Based on its stratigraphic position and depth, a Mesolithic date for this material seemed likely. Another phenomenon observed in both target zones was the presence of a very small quantity of charcoal (particles) in a clay layer (see Section 1.4).

The results of this stage of the field assessment presented in this study have been reported, but have not yet been published elsewhere.

**Stage 4: invasive underwater investigation**

Based on the results of the systematic field assessment, an invasive underwater investigation was carried out in Target zone West from October 27 to November 9, 2011 in order to provide more information on the nature and date of the archaeological remains (Stage 4). Three trenches were dug in the river-dune area in the north-western part of the planning area, Trenches 1 to 3 (i.e. the microscale). Soil samples were taken from the top of the river-dune deposits and sieving of the samples took place from November 1 to December 22, 2011. This stage of the research project produced large quantities of archaeological material from the Early and/or Middle Mesolithic periods (9200-6500 cal BC) from all three trenches (see Section 1.4).

In the present publication the results of the invasive underwater investigation have been combined with those of Stage 3 and Stages 1 and 2 (the latter two published earlier in Vos et al. 2009; *idem* 2010a).
Fig. 1.5. Map showing the location of the research areas at each stage. Both the desk-based assessment (Vos et al. 2009) and the exploratory field assessment (Vos et al. 2010a) encompassed the entire planning area (Stages 1 and 2), while the systematic field assessment was limited to the Target zones West and East (Stage 3). During the invasive underwater investigation three trenches were excavated in Target zone West (Stage 4).
The Yangtze Harbour project is exceptional. No comparable systematic, underwater (geo) archaeological investigation involving Mesolithic archaeological remains at this depth (17m - asl) has ever been conducted before, anywhere in the world. The organisation and implementation of this interdisciplinary project involved many people, companies and organisations (see Chapter 2), and the final result as presented in this publication is truly a joint effort.

1.4 Results of Stages 1 and 2; preliminary findings of Stages 3 and 4

Within the framework of the Yangtze Harbour project a number of relevant research issues were identified, and specific research questions were formulated in the Project Plan that was drafted before the data generated by the systematic field assessment and the invasive underwater investigation were processed (see Section 1.5). The research questions were based on the results of Stages 1 and 2 and the preliminary findings of Stages 3 and 4, supplemented by the outcome of a number of evaluation and brainstorm sessions. These earlier results and preliminary findings are discussed below to place the research questions in context. The final results will be discussed in other chapters of this publication.

The results of the geoarchaeological desk-based assessment (Stage 1) and the exploratory field assessment (Stage 2) led to the definition of three areas in the Yangtze Harbour planning area likely to contain early prehistoric archaeological remains (Vos et al. 2010a, Appendix C, Appendix 14). Areas of high archaeological potential were two zones which were thought to contain river dunes of the Delwijnen Member (Boxtel Formation), one in the north-western part and one in the south-eastern part of the Yangtze harbour, as well as an area with higher Pleistocene deposits of the Kreftenheye Formation on both sides of a large gully in the central section of the planning area. In addition to these three areas, archaeological remains were also expected in the Early Holocene deposits of the Wijchen Member (Kreftenheye Formation). Few archaeological remains were expected in the superimposed Basal Peat (Nieuwkoop Formation), the freshwater tidal deposits of the Formation Echteld, and the estuarine stratified deposits of the Wormer Member (Naaldwijk Formation), but the possibility that some archaeology might nonetheless turn up in these layers could not be ruled out entirely.

The systematic field assessment (Stage 3) was executed in two of the three zones with a high archaeological potential. The results of the assessment confirmed that Target zone West, in the north-western part of the Yangtze harbour, indeed contained a river dune. The top of the aeolian river-dune deposits was reached at a depth of 21.39m - asl to 18.25m - asl. The dune top had been affected by erosion but its slopes were intact and revealed well-defined soils. Throughout Target zone West, piston cores taken during Stage 3 contained charcoal fragments, flint debitage and burnt as well as unburnt bone at a depth of 21.01m - asl to 18.30m - asl (Fig. 1.6 and Table 1.2). These archaeological indicators seemed to cluster on the slopes of two south-west/north-east oriented extensions of a larger river-dune complex. Most of the finds derived from humic soils on these slopes but some came from an area were the dune top and its soils had been affected by erosion. Its stratigraphic position and depth dates the material to the Mesolithic period. No waste deposits could be observed in cores taken from the natural layers on the slopes of the river dune. The archaeological indicators were interpreted as representing one single site, with central coordinates 61.322/443.872. The site was assigned BOOR site code 1B-09 (elsewhere in this publication referred to as Site 1B-09) and Archis find registration number 418008.

In addition to archaeological indicators in river-dune deposits, several cores also contained charcoal (particles) in fluviatile deposits of the upper Wijchen Member (Kreftenheye Formation). In Target zone West a clay layer directly on top of the river-dune deposits, at a depth of 20.40 to 20.35m - asl, produced twelve charcoal fragments (Fig. 1.6), while the upper Wijchen Member in Target zone East, at a depth of 19.88 to 19.80m - asl, yielded a very small quantity of charcoal particles (Fig. 1.7). With Stage 3 still in progress, it was unclear whether the charcoal in the upper Wijchen Member was anthropogenic or natural.
The invasive underwater investigation (Stage 4), which involved three trenches in Target zone West, produced tens of thousands of archaeological finds retrieved from river-dune deposits at a depth of circa 21.50m to 18.50m - asl (Archis find registration number 419360). Most of the finds were retrieved from the humic soils on the river-dune slope (Trenches 1 and 2). In Trench 3, where the dune top had been eroded away, the archaeological finds came from clean dune sand. Table 1.2 presents an overview of all finds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Find category</th>
<th>N (Stage 3)</th>
<th>N (Stage 4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charcoal</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>25,661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10,170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone (burnt)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antler/horn</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish remains</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish remains (burnt)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flint</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flint (burnt)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone (lump)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone (gravel)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant remains (burnt)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>198</strong></td>
<td><strong>46,067</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.2. List of archaeological remains retrieved from river-dune deposits during the systematic field assessment (Stage 3) and the invasive underwater investigation (Stage 4). The frequencies (N) are based on an initial count by BOOR prior to the various expert analyses; final numbers may therefore be different. In addition to these find categories a large amount of unburnt vegetable material was collected. Because its character and origin were uncertain, this material was bagged separately and omitted from the preliminary inventory.

The large number of finds sparked a lively meeting of a number of (material) specialists during which a preliminary assessment of the finds led to a number of tentative conclusions. An initial scan of the flint seemed to justify a date of circa 7,000 BC for the site, or roughly the transition from the Early to the Middle Mesolithic period. The studied flint was fragmentary and mainly consisted of debitage (flakes, chips, blades, cores), but some tools were also identified (including segments, scrapers and possibly burins). Also present was a large quantity of burnt and unburnt bone. A preliminary assessment of the bone revealed that, although most of it was highly fragmentary, at least mammals, birds, fish and amphibians were all present. Charcoal was also well represented. A category identified in the sieve residues, but often absent from land-based sites, is (charred) vegetable material. The preliminary scan revealed the presence of hazelnuts, acorns and water caltrop seeds, among others. All in all, an impressive quantity and range of archaeological material from the three trenches in the Yangtze Harbour planning area was available for scientific analysis.

During the preliminary assessment stage there was still some uncertainty as to whether or not the retrieved archaeological material came from one single site. The distance between Trenches 1 and 2 was circa 50m and that between Trenches 2 and 3 circa 55m, and it was just possible that the trenches in fact represented three chronologically and spatially distinct sites. It was hoped that detailed analysis of the results would give more insight.

1.5 Goals and research questions

1.5.1 General issues

In the national Dutch context the Yangtze harbour investigations conform to the five research topics for the early prehistoric period defined in the National Archaeological Research Agenda; Deeben, Peeters, Raemaekers, Rensink, and Verhart 2006). These topics, as formulated in the Design Briefs drafted by the Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherlands (Smit and Weerts 2011; Smit 2011; idem 2012), will be briefly discussed in the following section, with a few modifications.
Fig. 1.6. Preliminary results of the systematic field assessment (Stage 3) in Target zone West. Shown here are the presence or absence of river-dune deposits and archaeological indicators in each core.
Fig. 1.7. Preliminary results of the systematic field assessment (Stage 3) in Target zone East. During this stage of the investigation only one core revealed a very small quantity of charcoal dust upon inspection with the naked eye.
Colonisation and early settlement history of the Netherlands (Topic 1)
The nature of early prehistoric settlement and the population distribution during that period in the wetter parts of the Netherlands are still relatively unknown. So far, thoroughly studied archaeological sites are lacking in the North Sea basin. The great depth and wet conditions at most Dutch early prehistoric sites tend to result in excellent preservation, but the chance that any of these sites can be studied is slim. How much archaeology is actually present in the deeper layers of this part of the Netherlands is therefore unknown. Supra-site analysis is hampered by the small number of excavated or otherwise studied sites. To remedy this situation, more field studies are needed, especially core sampling and excavation.

Land use and settlement systems (Topic 2)
Given the methods applied by this project it is highly unlikely that detailed conclusions regarding landscape exploitation and settlement systems in the period the river-dune complex was occupied can be drawn. However, palaeo-ecological analysis may provide some information on landscape use in the research area.

Food economy and the relation between human populations and their environment (Topic 3)
The overall good preservation of organic material in the wetter parts of the Netherlands provides some insight into early prehistoric food economy. Analysis of bone material, microscopic and macroscopic plant remains may yield data on for example settlement seasonality, food economy and hunting strategies.

Burials and other forms of deposition of human remains (Topic 4)
Little information is available on early prehistoric funerary practices. The information content of human remains encountered at other sites (e.g. Zijl et al. 2011) depends on their state of preservation and degree of fragmentation.

Cultural traditions/social relations and interaction (Topic 5)
The presence of exotic materials among the archaeological remains makes it possible to study the North Sea basin site(s) in a wider social and cultural context.

The National Archaeological Research Agenda has its regional counterpart in the Provincial Archaeological Research Agenda, drafted by the Province of Zuid-Holland; Provincie Zuid-Holland 2010). Several items on this agenda also apply to the research carried out in the Yangtze harbour:
- Reconstructing the local environment and landscape development, and comparing the results to what is already known;
- Obtaining absolute dates (i.e. radiocarbon, OSL and dendrochronology) for sediments and archaeological remains;
- Conducting archaeobotanical and archaeozoological studies.

Relevant specifically from an international perspective are two partnerships, North Sea Prehistory Research and Management Framework (NSPRMF) 2009 and Submerged Prehistoric Archaeology and Landscapes of the Continental Shelf (SPLASHCOS). The NSPRMF 2009 agenda contained several general research topics that are relevant to the drowned prehistoric landscapes and archaeological sites of the North Sea basin (Peeters, Murphy, and Flemming 2009). Several of the research priorities derived from these wider topics apply to the Yangtze Harbour project: (1) gaining better insight into the palaeogeography of the North Sea area; (2) improving the chronological framework on the basis of absolute dates obtained on in situ sediments; (3) increasing the number of suitable data points and the improvement of survey techniques.

SPLASHCOS is a European research network. Its primary goal is the promotion and stimulation of the study, interpretation and conservation of drowned landscapes and prehistoric archaeology within the boundaries of the European continental shelf (http://www.splashcos.org), in the context of the full range of heritage management activities and with contributions by archaeologists, geologists, marine biologists, authorities, policy makers and the general public. In brief, SPLASHCOS aims to combine, at the European level, various initiatives regarding the study and heritage management of drowned prehistoric landscapes.
1.5.2 Goals

The overall goal of the systematic field assessment (Stage 3) and the invasive underwater investigation (Stage 4) was to establish the actual or potential presence of archaeological remains in the two target zones (Smit and Weerts 2011; Smit 2011). Since archaeological remains had already been encountered in Target zone West in the course of Stage 3, the main goal during Stage 4 was the documentation of these remains.

1.5.3 Research questions

On the basis of the data generated by the investigations at the Yangtze harbour, three main themes were defined to guide further analysis (Smit 2012):
- Which developments characterised the Late Glacial and Early Holocene landscape?
- What are the characteristics of the landscape and environment near the river dunes at the time when they were occupied?
- What is the nature of the archaeological remains in the planning area and how are they related to each other, to the landscape and to the general chronological and cultural context?

After the invasive underwater investigation (Stage 4) was completed, but before the start of the analysis stage, these three main themes in turn generated a large number of specific research questions, which – still before the drawing up of the report – were included in the Project Plan (Moree, Schiltmans, and Vos 2012). The Project Plan was in part based on the Design Briefs drafted previously by the Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherlands (Smit and Weerts 2011; Smit 2011; idem 2012) and also on the results of Stages 1 and 2 and the preliminary findings of Stages 3 and 4, while the material specialists who were involved formulated a number of additional research questions on the basis of a global study of the finds. The results of the (geo) archaeological investigations made it possible to analyse the collected data on three distinct spatial scales: macro (the Yangtze Harbour planning area), meso (the two Target zones West and East) and micro (the three trenches in Target zone West). A fourth, regional scale was added, which encompassed the entire Maasvlakte region. The research questions listed below follow the four spatial scales in descending order.

**Regional scale**
Knowledge of the regional landscape is crucial for an understanding of the landscape setting of, and (local) landscape development at, the site(s) Yangtze Harbour as well as the palaeo-landscape context of archaeological remains encountered in the Maasvlakte region.

**Specific research questions**
- What was the topographic relief in the Maasvlakte region in the Early Holocene? Where were the major river-dune complexes situated and what was the location of the main channel of the Early Holocene river?
- What is the position of the planning area within the framework of the Early Holocene landscape of the Maasvlakte region? What was its distance to the main river? Were there any smaller valleys/valley systems?
- How did the drowning process of the area proceed (palaeogeographical reconstruction)?
- What is the relation between the archaeological finds in the region and the reconstructed landscape? Is it possible to identify the source of the archaeological material found in secondary contexts?

**Macroscale**
On the macroscale, a global outline of the landscape and its development through time needed to be made, including its genesis and depositional processes over time, with approximate dates assigned to these processes. In addition, the drafting of a description, as well as the creation of two and three-dimensional models of the landscape were called for.
Specific research questions
- What was the exact depth (in m - asl) of the observed deposits and units?
- Is it possible to define the spatial limits of these deposits and units on the basis of the results of seismic probing and coring?
- Is it possible to reconstruct the topographic relief and environment of the Late Glacial and Early Holocene landscape near the present Yangtze harbour?
- What is the formation date of the clay layer (lower Wijchen Member, Kreftenheye Formation) on top of which the river-dune sand was deposited?
- When were the river dunes in the planning area (Delwijnen Member, Boxtel Formation) and the sandy river deposits of the Kreftenheye Formation formed?
- Is it possible to reconstruct the drowning process that affected the river-dune landscape, and what is the formation date of the Basal Peat (Nieuwkoop Formation) and the other sediments which cover this landscape?
- Were there any direct marine influences on the drowning process?
- How do these results relate to those obtained during earlier studies carried out in the planning area?

Mesoscale
On the mesoscale, the research zoomed in further on the landscape. This scale required a reconstruction of the landscape and the environment in the western part of the planning area, in the area directly surrounding the site(s). The relation between the river-dune complex (Target zone West) and the higher Pleistocene deposits on both sides of a large gully (Target zone East) needed to be investigated. An important question on this scale was whether or not the gully already carried water when the river dune was occupied, or if this did not occur until later.

Specific research questions
- What was the relation between the river-dune complex and the eastern gully?
- How was this landscape exploited?
- What was the character of the landscape on an around the river dune before, during and after its occupation? Was it a brackish, freshwater or saltwater landscape and did its character change through time?
- Is it possible to reconstruct the pedogenesis and precise nature of the soils which constitute the top of the dune?
- Likewise, is it possible to reconstruct the pedogenesis and precise nature of the charcoal-rich levels in the upper Wijchen Member (Kreftenheye Formation)?
- Are these charcoal-rich layers in the upper Wijchen Member anthropogenic?
- What is the relation, if any, between the charcoal-rich levels in the upper Wijchen Member and the archaeological remains retrieved from the river dune?
- Did any erosion take place on the slopes of the river dune?

Microscale
At the microscale research focussed on the archaeological and palaeo-ecological remains collected in the three trenches during the invasive underwater investigation.

General research questions
- What is the composition of the archaeological assemblage and which materials were used?
- From which geological layers and/or units did the remains derive?
- From what precise depth (in m - asl) were the remains retrieved and what are the National Grid Coordinates of the site, at the maximum level of accuracy feasible within the technical limitations of the project?
- Are there indications for erosion and/or re-deposition of some of the archaeological remains? In other words, were the archaeological remains found in situ?
- What were the nature, date and state of preservation of the remains?
- Did the selected research methods in any way affect the archaeological remains (e.g. damage, context disturbance) ?
- To what extent is the observed composition of the archaeological assemblage the product of the selected research methods and how does this compare with the results of land-based excavations?
- What does a comparison of the results of the invasive underwater investigation from the three trenches reveal? Are the trenches part of one single archaeological complex
with a wide scatter of material, or do they rather represent three isolated, spatially distinct, smaller locations of different character and date?

**Specific research questions (inorganic and organic remains)**
- Which artefact types (e.g. flint, stone, modified wood, modified bone) were encountered at the three locations? What are their origins, typology, technological character and chronological context?
- How were the artefacts used in the past?
- What activities took place on the river dune?
- Are there indications for hunting/fishing, and if so, which species were targeted? How were the various animal populations exploited?
- What was the diet of the people living on the river-dune site? Was the food collected in the immediate environment or elsewhere?
- What types of food were prepared on the river dune?
- Are there indications for seasonality in the activities carried out on the river dune?
- How long and when were the three locations occupied?
- Are there any indications for short-term occupation, or for changes in the occupation pattern through time?
- Do the results of the analysis of fish and other animal remains shed some light on the landscape, exploited ecozones and/or seasonal activities, and is it possible to observe any changes through time? To what extent had the freshwater fish fauna recovered after the last ice age?
- Which skeletal parts and animal species were used to produce bone tools?

**Synthesis**
- To what extent are the archaeological remains comparable to those known from other North Sea sites and complexes from the mainland? Which complexes are relevant in this context?
- If no comparable sites/complexes are available, what are the implications for the interpretation of the Yangtze Harbour remains?
- What is the wider chronological and cultural context of these remains?
- Are there indications for (inter)regional transportation of finished goods and/or resources?

**1.6 Organisation of this report**

This report presents the results of the systematic field assessment (Stage 3) and the invasive underwater investigation (Stage 4) in combination with the results of the desk-based assessment (Stage 1; Vos et al. 2009) and the exploratory field assessment (Stage 2; Vos et al. 2010a) described earlier. In the present publication these two earlier reports form Appendices 3.1 and 3.2. Chapter 2 offers a description of the methods and techniques used during respectively the systematic field assessment (Stage 3; targeted complementary seismic research in combination with cone penetration tests and a coring survey) and the invasive underwater investigation (Stage 4; controlled retrieval of soil samples from the top of the river dune from a dredging platform). The chapter will clarify in more detail the stepped approach deployed by the Yangtze Harbour project as well as the project’s strategy of using the preliminary results of each preceding stage as a guideline for the next one. Section 2.4 explains the multidisciplinary nature of the data processing phase that followed these two stages. The chapter concludes with an evaluation of the methods and techniques and offers recommendations for future research under comparable conditions.

Chapter 3 discusses the landscape genesis and palaeogeography of the study area, focussing on its geology as a complex structure of layers and units. These geological units (Section 3.3) in turn form the building blocks for the geological profiles, (three-dimensional) models and landscape reconstructions. After a presentation of the results of the geological survey and model building in Section 3.4, Sections 3.5 and 3.6 provide a detailed discussion of the process of obtaining geological dates and the analysis of a number of selected cores from the Yangtze harbour area. A reconstruction of the landscape in the Early Holocene estuaries of the rivers Rhine, Meuse and Scheldt is presented in Section 3.7. It should be mentioned here that the results of the investigations at and around the Yangtze harbour made it possible to produce landscape reconstructions.
at three different spatial levels (the Maasvlakte region, the Yangtze Harbour planning area and Target zone West), each time for three or four different periods. Chapter 3 concludes with tentative answers to the palaeolandscape research questions stated in the Project Plan (Moree et al. 2012).

Chapter 4 presents the methods and results of an analysis of the lithic assemblage (flint and stone) from Target zone West. Topics discussed include the composition of the assemblage, characteristics of retouched tools and raw materials and their (probable) origins, in part based on the results of thin-section analysis and with a focus on use-wear analysis. The technological characteristics of flakes and blades in particular, in combination with a typological classification of the tools, form a source of information on the technology, age and cultural affiliation of the site(s). Section 4.5 presents the results of an attempt to answer the relevant research questions stated in the Project Plan (Moree et al. 2012).

Chapter 5 contains a presentation of the methods and results of the analysis of faunal remains (mammals, birds, fish, amphibians, and reptiles) retrieved from Target zone West, including an overview of the range of identified species, the landscape, exploited ecozones and possible indications of seasonality. The chapter includes a discussion of the encountered bone artefacts on the basis of the results of use-wear analysis and of the chronology of the material as established by radiocarbon dating. Chapter 5 concludes with tentative answers to some relevant research questions from the Project Plan (Moree et al. 2012).

The results of archaeobotanical analysis form the subject of Chapter 6. The first two sections discuss the material categories that were encountered (palynological remains, botanical macroremains and charcoal), research questions, the origin of the material (Stage 3 core samples and Stage 4 soil samples) and the methods that were used. The actual results and interpretations are presented in Sections 6.3 (radiocarbon analysis), 6.4 (analysis results of the Stage 3 core samples) and 6.5 (analysis results of the Stage 4 soil samples). Chapter 6 concludes with a synthesis and discussion centring around three themes: landscape, human influence and hearths on and near the river dune, and food economy. The final section discusses relevant research questions from the Project Plan (Moree et al. 2012).

The present publication concludes with a synthesis (Chapter 7), presenting an interdisciplinary interpretation of the research results at different spatial levels: the site(s), the Maasmomd area, and the North Sea basin. At each spatial level, a number of themes is dealt with and the chapter continues with a discussion on the significance of the Yangtze Harbour project for our understanding of Mesolithic settlement in the Maasmond area and the (drowning) North Sea basin from an international point of view, and in comparison with current research trends.
Notes

1. Rotterdam municipal archaeological service (BOOR), Ceintuurbaan 213b, 3051 KC Rotterdam. E-mail: dea.schiltmans@rotterdam.nl
2. Deltares, section Applied Geology and Geophysics, Princetonlaan 6, 3584 CB Utrecht. E-mail: peter.vos@deltasres.nl
3. The chronology adopted here for the Early Mesolithic (9500-8600 BP; 9200-7500 cal BC), Middle Mesolithic (8600-7800 BP; 7500-6500 cal BC) and Late Mesolithic periods (7800-6500/5500 BP; 6500-5300/4400 cal BC) is based on that proposed by Verhart and Arts (2005). It should be noted that Louwe Kooijmans, van den Broeke, Fokkens, and van Gijn (2005) prefer a different chronology: Early Mesolithic period (9600-8200 BP; 8800-7100 cal BC), Middle Mesolithic period (8200-7600 BP; 7100-6450 cal BC), and Late Mesolithic period (7600-6400/6000 BP; 6450-5300/4900 cal BC).
7 Synthesis


7.1 Introduction

In the foregoing chapters, various disciplines have focused on data relating to the stratigraphy, palaeogeography, archaeozoology, archaeobotany, and lithic material from Rotterdam’s Yangtze Harbour. This chapter presents a synthesis, aimed at integrating the results on different spatial scales: the site, the Rhine-Meuse estuary, and the southern North Sea basin. Subsequently we shall discuss the scientific significance of these investigations for our understanding of the area’s Mesolithic occupation in an international perspective. A link is made to current research into the drowning of the postglacial landscape in what is now the North Sea.

7.2 The Mesolithic habitation on the river dune

The following sections focus on the character of the Mesolithic settlement on the river-dune complex.2 Attention is given to the exploitation of food resources, craft activities, and the provenance of raw materials. The discussion of these aspects is preceded by a brief review of the chronological context and representativity of the recovered material.

7.2.1 Chronological context and representativity

The geological study (Chapter 3) has shown that the river-dune complex in the Yangtze Harbour lies in the southern margin of the Rhine-Meuse floodbasin. On the basis of OSL datings and other evidence, it was concluded that the dune complex evolved in the Preboreal, around 9000 BC. The AMS analyses on a few samples of burnt bone (of wild boar and an unidentified mammal) produced dates between circa 8550 and 8300 BC (see Section 5.8). As these are the earliest dates that can be directly associated with human activity, it seems likely that the occupation started in the Late Preboreal. Charred botanical macrofossils recovered at the foot of the dune were found to date from circa 8250 to 6500 BC (see Table 6.3). The micromorphological analysis showed that the humic soil in the top of the dune sand can be related to slope processes (colluvial reworking) in the Early Atlantic, which may be anthropogenic in origin. Given the covering of the colluvial layer by the Basal Peat (dated between 7000 and 6500 BC), it is clear that such processes at any rate coincided with the final occupation activity, at the transition from the Boreal to the Early Atlantic. From the regional history of the rise in sea level and the reconstructed height of the dune, it is clear that the dune complex was submerged by circa 6400/6300 BC at the latest. Judging by the datings of charred plant remains that can be related to human intervention, it seems that human activity ceased around 6500 BC.

When considering the time depth of Mesolithic occupation at this site, it is important to keep in mind that the landscape in the river zone was subject to continuous change. The nature of the inundations and the situation of the river-dune complex changed as a result. Initially the dunes lay far inland in the Rhine-Meuse valley and floodings were infrequent. With the approach of the sea in the last part of the Boreal, the rivers inundated the floodplain and the foot of the dune ever more frequently and for longer periods. It was not until the Early Atlantic that the area actually became submerged; in the first instance it became a freshwater tidal area with a regime of daily flooding, which gradually transformed into a brackish estuarine context several metres under water. The interplay between the hydrological conditions (ground water and surface water), the supply of nutrients (in the case of inundation: eutrophic versus mesotrophic), soil formation, and sedimentary processes (erosion and deposition) brought about physical changes to the landscape. Consequently, the accessibility of the dune complex to hunter-gatherers changed as well (Fig. 7.1).
Not only the physical landscape was subject to change while the dune complex was in use. At least as important were the major changes in biotopes during the period of human occupation. The hunter-gatherers of the Late Preboreal and Early Boreal visited a relatively dry fluvial landscape covered in pinewoods. The marshland was not yet as extensive as it was at the transition from the Boreal to the Atlantic, and many fruit-bearing deciduous trees and shrubs were not yet present. The vegetation was more homogeneous – for instance, there were no oaks as yet – and this will certainly have affected people’s activities. It was not until the end of the Boreal that the fluvial landscape of the Yangtze Harbour area had achieved a maximum diversity of plants and hence, without doubt, of animals as well. By this time, the river dune was overgrown with a mixed deciduous forest, while in the wetter parts a diverse marshland vegetation took hold. For several centuries a wide range of biotopes were available.

An important question concerning the relation between the changing landscape and the use of the dune complex is to what extent the recovered settlement remains are representative of what took place here. Given the great time depth – circa 2000 years – that is represented by the dated settlement traces, one must assume that taphonomical processes caused a distortion. Burnt animal and charred plant remains have, on average, a better chance of survival than does uncharred material. Naturally this depends on the specific conditions under which uncharred remains are embedded in the soil; in a permanently waterlogged environment, conservation conditions tend to be more favourable. Although under dry conditions charred remains at or close to the surface may be preserved for long periods, they are susceptible to trampling and seasonal fluctuations in temperatures with wear and fragmentation as a likely result. With the progressive waterlogging and the changing inundation regime in the last part of the Boreal, conservation conditions for organic remains improved. This means that remains from the earlier phases of Mesolithic activity on the dune must be expected to be less well represented than those from later phases.
It is difficult to dissect the recovered assemblages chronologically. Most remains come from the humic top layer of the dune flank, where slope processes and possibly trampling have led to mixing up of material of different periods. Only for the directly dated remains can an age be effectively established. Given the available datings and stratigraphical associations, most of the (charred and uncharred) plant remains seem to date from the Late Boreal/Early Atlantic (Middle Mesolithic). A similar age is likely for the unburnt bone material, most of which is likely to be associated with the later habitation phase, when increasingly wet conditions prevailed. One Early Boreal dating of hazelnut shells and two Late Boreal datings of unburnt mammalian remains must be regarded as vestiges of Early Mesolithic activity on the dune complex. At any rate part of the flint assemblage typologically and technologically ties in with a Late Boreal to Early Atlantic settlement period.

Another factor which affects representativity is the position of the investigated sites relative to the dune complex. It was explained in Chapter 3 that throughout the area the highest parts of the river dunes have been eroded away. This goes for the dune in Target zone West and adjacent areas to the southwest, as well as for the smaller dune tops in Target zone East. Any settlement remains will have been destroyed during the process. The position of the sampling excavations on the lower part of the dune flanks implies that the recovered archaeological remains derive from depositional contexts differing from those that once existed higher up. On the flanks we are likely to be dealing with slopewash, containing remains from above and/or with dumped rubbish, and we should not assume that all erstwhile activities or behavioural contexts will be represented down below. Shelter structures and burials, for instance, will presumably have been present only on the highest parts (Hamburg and Louwe Kooijmans 2001; Louwe Kooijmans and Nokkert 2001; Zijl et al. 2011). Conversely, it might be that certain activities were specifically linked to the zones lower down. Still, all this does not mean that the material gathered in this investigation only represents activities differing from those performed on the higher, uninvestigated or eroded parts of the dunes. Both intentionally discarded and post-depositionally displaced material on the lower flanks will still, to some extent, reflect activities performed on the higher parts of the dune (Amkreuz 2013).

7.2.2 The exploitation of food resources

As was shown in Chapters 5 and 6, the investigations produced a great deal of evidence about the use of animal and plant food resources that might be found in and around the dune complex. This section examines how the encountered botanical and faunal remains are to be interpreted in the changing geographical context. This is the basis for an exploitation model of the research area in, particularly, the Boreal and Early Atlantic.

7.2.2.1 Animal food resources

The archaeozoological study (Chapter 5) produced evidence of a wide range of potential animal food. The recovered bone remains represent mammals, birds and fishes, as well as some amphibians and reptiles. An important question of course is which part of this assemblage actually fed humans and which part should be regarded as naturally accumulated background fauna. Because of the severe fragmentation of the bone material, this cannot be determined on the evidence of for instance butchery and cut marks. The most direct evidence lies in the burnt preservation condition of bone fragments and in the range of species.

Given the rather limited proportion of identifiable fragments, the range of species is remarkably wide. The recovered remains represent various ecological zones (Table 7.1). Species that belong in dry or wet terrestrial environments (marshy floodbasin, riverbanks) predominate. The plentiful ‘microfauna’ also fits into this picture. Also there are species which may be found in a range of geographical zones, from the coast to estuary and the hinterland, such as various diadromous fishes which migrate between marine, brackish, and freshwater environments. Only spotted ray and turbot are true marine fishes. Strictly speaking, this also goes for plaice, but its remains are hard to distinguish from flounder, a species which may live in marine, brackish, and coastal freshwater habitats.
Although the dominance of water vole may reflect a natural accumulation of rodent remains (as in owl pellets), it cannot be ruled out that this animal was eaten by hunter-gatherers. In principle this goes for other creatures as well, such as reptiles and amphibians. Equally when it comes to fish remains, it may be hard to tell whether they represent food waste or a natural accumulation. The use-wear study on flint artefacts (Chapter 4) has shown that on the Yangtze Harbour dune not only butchering but also fish processing took place.

Mammalian remains in particular showed evidence of burning in a significant number of cases; calcination almost always occurred. Calcination requires temperatures between circa 650 and 700 °C, which can be attained in surface hearths (Shipman, Foster, and Schoeninger 1984). The proportion of burnt bird and fish bones is considerably lower. The burning of bones can be an indication of consumption, with food remains having been thrown into the fire, as fuel or otherwise.

If the remains of smaller rodents, reptiles, and amphibians are interpreted as background fauna – i.e. as merely reflecting local conditions – we find a preponderance of species that belong in freshwater marshland and along rivers (root vole, water vole, grass snake, green frog), and in drier, woodland biotopes (field vole, bank vole). This suggests that the recovered remains mostly relate to a phase when the fluvial landscape was as yet (virtually) unaffected by the sea. The fact that the sampled layers were covered by Basal Peat confirms this impression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Habitat</th>
<th>Marine: saline</th>
<th>Tidal zone: brackish-freshwater</th>
<th>Interior: freshwater</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dry: terrestrial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mammals</td>
<td>Otter and wild boar</td>
<td>Red deer, roe deer, wild boar, wildcat, polecat, ermine, and marten</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birds</td>
<td></td>
<td>Goshawk, wood pigeon, woodcock, and small songbird</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet: riparian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mammals</td>
<td>Otter</td>
<td>Beaver and otter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birds</td>
<td>Gull and wader</td>
<td>Gull, wader, mallard, teal/garganey, and goose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquatic: open water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mammals</td>
<td>Mallard, teal/garganey, and goose</td>
<td>Mallard, teal/garganey, shoveller, diving duck, goose, smew, goldeneye, moorhen, and coot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anadromous fishes</td>
<td>Atlantic sturgeon, eel, salmon/sea trout, Allis shad/thwaite, and plaice/flounder</td>
<td>Atlantic sturgeon, eel, salmon/sea trout, Allis shad/thwaite, and plaice/flounder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea fishes</td>
<td>Spotted ray and turbot</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Pike, perch, cyprinids, bream, roach, and tench</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1 The identified species (macrofauna) and their various natural habitats.
7.2.2.2 Plant-food resources

As regards the use of plant-food and subsistence resources, charred remains (roots, tubers, acorns, nutshells, seeds) of plants provide the most immediate evidence. Here also a wide variety of species are encountered, representing various environments ranging from dry woodland to more or less open water (Table 7.2). Evidently various ecological zones were exploited, which offered a variety of plant-food resources to the hunter-gatherers who visited the Yangtze Harbour dune. The zones are (1) woodland and forest margins on dry (to moist) places for gathering acorns, hazelnuts, tubers of lesser celandine, berries of dogwood, and hawthorn, and possibly also other berry-bearing plants and crab apples; (2) wet zones for gathering underground plant parts, such as rhizomes of common club-rush and tubers of the sedge family; and, (3) open water for gathering fruits of water chestnut and seeds of the yellow water-lily.

Hazelnut and acorn are the best-documented food resources for the Mesolithic and are almost invariably part of Mesolithic assemblages throughout Europe. Fragments of charred hazelnut shells are easily identified even by non-experts, but other remains are less readily picked out. To a large degree this is due to methodical limitations; the identification of fragile, charred archaeological parenchyma remains requires specialist analysis (see e.g. Perry 1997; Kubiak-Martens 1999; *idem* 2002).

Hazelnuts especially are often considered an important part of the Mesolithic diet (Holst 2010), but their importance may well be overestimated in proportion to starch-rich roots and tubers, and fruits and seeds. In this respect especially, the Yangtze Harbour research has yielded unanticipated results. Owing to the explicit attention to charred plant remains, important evidence emerged for the use of starch-rich vegetative foods (including rhizomes of common club-rush and tubers of lesser celandine), as well as non-vegetative starchy foods (such as acorns and water lily seeds, Table 7.2). This probably was food that was seasonally gathered at and in the close vicinity of the site. The identification of starch-rich food resources has definite implications for our understanding of the plant food component in the hunter-gatherers’ diet. Starch-rich roots and tubers formed an important part of the diet, especially when they were accessible and plentiful. The Yangtze Harbour-results support the notion that starch was an important source of energy and that the Mesolithic diet was considerably more varied than is commonly assumed, with a more balanced ratio of plant to animal food (cf. Zvelebil 1994). To gain better insight into the importance to Mesolithic hunter-gatherers of plant food resources – starch-rich ones in particular – compared to animal protein, it is necessary to extend sophisticated research into archaeological parenchyma remains also to other sites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Plant part used</th>
<th>Habitat</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oak (<em>Quercus robur/petraea</em>)</td>
<td>Acorns</td>
<td>Woodland</td>
<td>Late Boreal*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazel (<em>Corylus avellana</em>)</td>
<td>Nuts</td>
<td>Woodland/scrub</td>
<td>Early Boreal - Early Atlantic*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawthorn (<em>Crataegus monogyna</em>)</td>
<td>Berries</td>
<td>Forest margin/scrub</td>
<td>Undetermined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesser celandine (<em>Ranunculus ficaria</em>)</td>
<td>Tubers</td>
<td>Moist woodland</td>
<td>Late Boreal - Early Atlantic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedges (Cyperaceae)</td>
<td>Rhizome/seed</td>
<td>Marsh/water edge</td>
<td>Early Boreal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dogwood (<em>Cornus sanguinea</em>)</td>
<td>Berries/seeds</td>
<td>Forest margin</td>
<td>Late Boreal - Early Atlantic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common club-rush (<em>Schoenoplectus lacustris</em>)</td>
<td>Rhizomes</td>
<td>Water edge</td>
<td>Late Boreal - Early Atlantic*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow water-lily (<em>Nuphar lutea</em>)</td>
<td>Seeds</td>
<td>Shallow/deep water</td>
<td>Late Boreal - Early Atlantic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water chestnut (<em>Trapa natans</em>)</td>
<td>Nuts</td>
<td>Shallow/deep water</td>
<td>Late Boreal - Early Atlantic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2 Overview of identified plant-food resources (all found in charred remains).
* AMS radiocarbon-dated.
The relatively wide range of identified animals and plants will have been hunted, caught and gathered in various ways. The larger mammals (red deer, roe deer and wild boar) were hunted. Flint points can be regarded as evidence of hunting from the settlement, be it that this could not be corroborated by use-wear analysis, because much of the flint had suffered recent damage. The estimated age of the animals suggests a preference for adult individuals. Yet it should be remembered that young animals tend to be underrepresented in bone assemblages.

To what extent active hunting took place in the close vicinity of the dune complex cannot be established. Although the above-mentioned species potentially lived in the immediate surroundings of the site, this does not necessarily imply that they were also hunted most intensively and successfully there. The local and regional presence of large game may strongly vary throughout the year and over the years. From ethnographic sources it is known that hunter-gatherers, like for instance the Mistassini Cree in the north of Quebec, keep a close eye on the game population. Hunting is usually done near the settlement, but expeditions may also be undertaken from hunting camps at considerable distances, with hunters covering as much as 30 or 40 kilometres in a single day (Rogers 1963).

Evidence of the exploitation of food resources at considerable distance from the river-dune complex is found in the presence of some marine fish species and coastal birds. As was explained in Chapter 3, well into the Boreal the coast lay over 20km away, and – given the results of the diatom analysis – there was no hint of a nearby marine environment until the transition to the Early Atlantic. Yet it cannot be ruled out that even at this early date (peri-) marine food resources were exploited in the more remote coastal and estuarine areas. Although fishing generally takes place in the immediate surroundings of a settlement, we should definitely allow for the possibility that greater distances were involved. With waterborne transportation, the distance to be covered (there and back by canoe) may be great, as long as harvesting the resource within a single day is feasible. The marine fish species are likely to have been caught at a considerable distance from the dune, as the sampled deposits were covered by a layer of Basal Peat which was formed in a freshwater environment.

Given the large number of freshwater fish species, it is likely that fishing mainly took place close by. The remains show that the fish often were large specimens, although smaller fishes too are represented. This may indicate the use of a diversity of fishing methods such as fish traps, nets, or harpoons. The bone artefacts from this site include no (fragments of) harpoon heads, in contrast to those of Maasvlakte 1, where hundreds of specimens were collected (see Section 7.3.2.1; Verhart 1988).

Collecting plant foods and hunting for strongly territorial game (for instance beavers and otters) by means of snares and traps will have been done in the vicinity of the dune. In this respect the position of the river-dune complex in the margin of an extensive river valley is ideal, not only because of the availability of a wide range of food sources, but also the possibility of waterborne transport of people and materials.

Good accessibility of the settlement would have been a prerequisite. The investigations yielded strong evidence of the repeated burning off of vegetation in the marshy zone around the dune. This conclusion is based on the horizontal position of charred plant remains in the cores, especially Core B37A0675/W-06 (see Chapter 6). In the microscopic and macroscopic analyses, the charred remains were identified largely as culms and (possibly) leaves of reeds (*Phragmites*). In macro-remains, these are accompanied by charred seeds of plants common in reedmarsh vegetation - including yellow flag, branched burr-reed and galingale. It is unlikely that these remains represent food plants. In various micromorphological thin sections too, horizontally oriented, charred plant remains were encountered in dark-coloured levels within the upper part of the Wijchen Member (Fig. 7.2). This orientation indicates that the remains are *an in situ* reflection of the burning of the local reed vegetation. Although several different reasons may be suggested for intentionally burning marsh vegetation, such as economic and strategic considerations (e.g. Mellars 1976), creating a connection between the waterside and the dune may have been an important motive. The marshy zone around the dune in...
Fig. 7.2. Core B37A0677/W-08 from Target zone West. From bottom to top, it shows successively: Early Holocene fluvial clay with clearly identifiable soils (KRWY) and Basal Peat (NIBA), contemporary with the site’s Middle Mesolithic occupation; freshwater tidal deposits (EC) and estuarine deposits (NAWO) from the period of rapid drowning by the sea from 6500 BC onwards; and young marine sediments (SBBL) of the past 2500 years. The harbour floor (marked 00-, top left) lay at 17.32m - asl.
7.2.2.4 Food processing and preparation

The acquisition and consumption of food is a primary condition for life. Since no direct 'field observations' could be made, it is not possible to draw specific conclusions about the way foodstuffs were processed or prepared, for instance in cooking pits. Burnt bone and charred macro-remains of nuts, acorns, fruits, seeds, rhizomes, and tubers which are considered food remains, do however indicate that fire was employed. Burnt artefacts and presumed cooking stones point to the presence of hearths. Charcoal too can – among other things – be interpreted as waste from hearths.

There are various reasons to believe that the charcoal – other than the above-mentioned reed and other marsh plant remains – did not derive from natural marsh fires. The charcoal spectrum is dominated by deciduous trees and shrubs that grew on the dry dune crest, while the surrounding marshland supported far fewer trees – such as alder and willow – that could have been a source of the charcoal. This indicates that the charcoal would not have been the result of marsh fires. It is theoretically possible that the charcoal resulted from natural fires on the dune, but this explanation is rather unlikely given the absence of charred herbaceous plants of dry habitats, other than food remains such as the retrieved, charred tubers of lesser celandine.

A comparison of the charcoal assemblages with the evidence from the pollen and macro-remains prompts the tentative conclusion that not all of the woody vegetation on the dune was affected by fire. For instance, charcoal of fruit-bearing trees and shrubs is scarce. Though there is some charcoal of apple-like trees or shrubs, possibly apple or hawthorn. Of sloe and dogwood there is no charcoal at all, whereas their fruit-stones do appear in macro-remains. An explanation may be that no sloe or dogwood was gathered for fuel, because these made poor firewood, while other wood types – pine and oak – were plenty available and burn with a good flame.

7.2.3 Craft activities

The Yangtze Harbour dune also saw a wide diversity of activities of a more artisan nature. To a large degree these can be inferred from the way in which flint and other stone tools were used for the processing of non-food resources. The use-wear traces on flint artefacts show that plant as well as animal and mineral materials were worked. Besides, the archaeozoological and botanical macro-remains themselves provided evidence of the use of plant and faunal resources for non-food uses.

7.2.3.1 Animal and mineral materials

The larger mammals such as red deer, roe deer, wild boar, and beaver will have been important as sources of meat and fat. This also goes for smaller species such as otter and maybe even water vole. The animals may also have yielded skins and sinews, as well as bones, teeth, and antler. It is likely that some smaller mammals such as wildcat, polecat, and ermine were caught primarily for their fur.

The processing of skins is one of the activities documented by the use-wear analysis on flints (Chapter 4). Various flint artefacts can by their use-wear traces be attributed to the cleaning of fresh skins, the production of leather or furs, and the processing of skins into items such as garments or containers. To these ends, people used various flint tools: scrapers, burins and flakes (both retouched and unmodified ones). Also there is evidence that hints at the addition of mineral materials, for instance as tanning agents, but it is not quite clear whether this was intentional. Important in any case is the observation that no specific stage in skin processing predominates, which suggests that these crafts were practiced in the domestic sphere.
Some use wear on flint tools points to bone working. The traces of working fresh and dry bone may reflect the production of implements such as harpoon heads and axe hafts. Also the chunks of sandstone – fragmented through heating – with evidence of grinding might point to the polishing of bone or antler. Among the archaeozoological material, a few fragments of bone implements were found, which is an indication of local use.

Also, some flint tools showed traces pointing to the processing of jet and shell. The activities this entails are cutting, scraping, engraving and widening of perforations. It is possible that also the lumps of sandstone with grinding marks are connected with this craft. Although this is a tentative idea, the working of jet and shell might be linked to the production of jewellery or other ornaments. This activity is not known to have been documented earlier in a Mesolithic context. As so far just a few Early Mesolithic assemblages have been properly examined for use wear on flint tools, it is not possible to say to what extent this was a common or an unusual activity. The bone material retrieved at the Yangtze Harbour at any rate included part of a bead made out of bird bone (see Fig. 5.8c).

7.2.3.2 Plant materials

Although no utensils made from plant materials were recovered, it is likely that plant materials played an important part in the production of utensils. The study of use wear on flint artefacts produced evidence of bark, which may have been used to make for instance rope or containers, and wood (Chapter 4). Traces of woodworking may relate to making canoes, paddles, bows, or hafts for flints, such as scrapers.

The use-wear analysis also showed that the working of siliceous plants (such as grasses, reeds or horsetail) was a regular activity. Evidence of this activity has been frequently observed in the Mesolithic and the Early Neolithic, and appears to be expressly related to wetland contexts (van Gijn 2010). Siliceous plant matter was processed in a scraping fashion, yet it is unclear whether this activity is related to food processing, such as harvesting the seeds of wild grasses, or maybe to the production of for example containers or mats from flattened and scraped reeds.

A remarkable discovery is the presence of charred and broken or crushed fruit-stones of dogwood. At various Mesolithic sites in southern Sweden (Bökeberg, Tägerup), fruit-stones of dogwood have been found in large numbers (Regnell et al. 1995, Regnell 2012). This could point to oil extraction from the fruit-stones and the seeds, which contain up to 50% of non-volatile oil that can be used as a fuel or impregnation agent.

7.2.3.3 Flint

The typo-technological composition of the flint assemblage shows that flint-knapping was a regular activity. All stages of the process are represented. There are a few raw, unworked flint nodules, as well as cores in various stages of processing, decortication, core-preparation, core-rejuvenation, and corrective flakes, blades, and retouched tools. Almost 4% of all flint artefacts are retouched tools, such as points, scrapers, burins, notched pieces, and borers. Burin spalls, notch remnants (‘microburins’), a resharpeming flake (presumably of a scraper), and a retouch chip all point to the production and/or maintenance of tools.

Relatively small flint nodules were brought to the dune to be knapped there into flakes and small blades for the production of tools, such as points, scrapers, burins, and borers. The flint nodules are unlikely to have been gathered in the immediate vicinity of the dune. It is possible that they were picked up in the beds of the active rivers further north during periods of low water. Meuse gravel does have a flint component, but the fluvial deposits underlying the Maasvlakte contain very little gravel. Older Rhine-Meuse terrace deposits, such as those occurring south of the Yangtze Harbour area, are somewhat more gravelly. These deposits are covered almost entirely by coversands from the final part of the Pleistocene, but where streams cut more deeply into the coversand during the Early Holocene, such gravel could outcrop locally in the slopes and beds. Hence streams that
Fig. 7.3. Distribution of Wommersom quartzite used as a raw material for tools during the Middle and Late Mesolithic (after Gendel 1984 and 1987, see Louwe Kooijmans, van den Broeke, Fokkens, and van Gijn 2005, with additional data from the sites Rotterdam-Beverwaard Tramremise, Rotterdam-1 Hart, Rotterdam-Yangtze Harbour, and Hoge Vaart A27 in Flevoland). Based on the wetland context of the sites from Rotterdam and Hoge Vaart, a tentative northern boundary of the distribution area is indicated in pink. The yellow dot marks the location where the Wommersom quartzite outcrops, and was quarried; Rotterdam-Yangtze Harbour is indicated with a red dot.

At a short distance to the southeast of the Yangtze Harbour drained into either the Rhine-Meuse valley or the river Scheldt, and thereby cut into the Kreftenheije Formation (Units B5 and B6; Busschers et al. 2007), also may have provided access to raw flint.

At a greater distance downstream, but accessible along the Rhine-Meuse system, the gravel and flint component rises again, also in the active riverbeds of the Early Holocene. From the confluence with the river Thames, the deposits can be classed as rich in flint. The Early Holocene coastal zone in that particular area may therefore have been an important source of flint nodules. This potential source was partly lost around 8000 BC because of the rising sea level, but flint could still be gathered along the seashore in the drowning regions. Other more remote occurrences of flint similar to that which was worked on the Yangtze Harbour dune, are found in the ice-pushed ridges of the central Netherlands, especially the Utrechtse Heuvelrug.

That connections with far-flung locations existed, however, is evident from the occasional occurrence of Wommersom quartzite, a rock from a specific area near the Belgian town of Tienen/Tirlemont. Mapping the geographical distribution of this rock (van Oorsouw 1993) shows that progressively less Wommersom quartzite is found as the distance from its source increases (a distance-decay curve). Rotterdam lies in the marginal zone of the distribution area (Fig. 7.3). The river Scheldt connected Tienen/Tirlemont with the Maasvlakte area and would have been a distribution route for this material. The fragment of amber too (Chapter 4) may have come from quite far away. In the Netherlands, amber – originally deriving from the Baltic area – is found mainly on the coast.
7.2.4 The nature of the habitation on the Yangtze Harbour dune

The foregoing sections together paint a differentiated picture of human occupation that is marked by a wide variety of activities and use of resources. The diversity implicit in the data is remarkable, especially given the relatively modest volume of the overall assemblage and the proportion of identifiable material. This prompts the question of how to envisage the nature of the habitation on the dune. As was discussed in Section 7.2.1, it is unlikely that the history of occupation and the activities performed at the site through time are ‘fully’ represented in the data (cf. Amkreuz 2013). Nonetheless, the results definitely illuminate aspects that offer deeper insight into the nature of the habitation on the Yangtze Harbour dune.

7.2.4.1 Duration of occupation and seasonal indicators

As was established in the foregoing sections, the dune site in the Yangtze Harbour was visited by people at any rate from the Late Preboreal into the earliest part of the Atlantic. On the basis of radiocarbon datings of archaeozoological and archaeobotanical remains and the palaeogeographical developments, we must reckon with a good millennium-and-a-half of human activity. But this would not have been a period of continuous human presence. Groups of hunter-gatherers came and went, for generations upon generations. How frequently and how long they resided on the dune is unknown, but the evidence of single use on most of the flint tools suggests that these periods were always of fairly short duration, maybe in the order of a few weeks. In the course of this interval the landscape changed dramatically, and with it the availability of various resources. Whether the site became more intensively used over the course of this period, or when it saw its heyday, cannot be determined unambiguously on the basis of the evidence alone.

Some insight into the possible duration of human residence might be derived from the seasonal clues implicit in the recovered plant and animal resources that were available in the Late Boreal and Early Atlantic. The best season to collect seeds and berries listed in Table 7.2 would have been late summer and early autumn. Early to late autumn would have been best for gathering hazelnuts, acorns, and chestnuts. Rhizomes of common club-rush too may have been harvested in the autumn. Even though many root foods would have been available throughout the year, their highest concentration of starch occurs between autumn and early spring. A problem however is that especially nuts and roots/tubers can be eaten throughout the year, if they are stored for later consumption. Hazelnuts and acorns were probably roasted, which made them more preservable. Storage of food by Mesolithic hunter-gatherers is difficult to demonstrate, but is very likely to have been practised (Binford 1980). For instance, Cunningham (2011) stresses the importance of small-scale food storage by hunter-gatherers as a prerequisite for maintaining their mobility system.

The identified animal species offer some rough seasonal indications. Although the mammals would have occurred locally throughout the year, the presence of fur animals could point to winter activity, when pelts are at their best, if these animals were indeed hunted for their fur. Other clues come from some birds (smew and goldeneye), which nowadays appear mainly from late autumn into spring, and from diadromous fish species (thwaitie, Ellis shad, sea salmon), which migrate upriver in spring and summer.

The combined archaeobotanical and archaeozoological data thus represent all seasons. The broad seasonal spread of the find assemblage, in as far as it relates to the Late Boreal and the Early Atlantic, may be a palimpsest of many shifts and alternations in the seasonal use of the site throughout its occupation history. Indeed it is possible that there were (brief) visits in all seasons, throughout the year. The absence of a distinct clustering of season-specific species does suggest that the visits to the Yangtze Harbour dune were not perennially limited to a particular part of the year. There may have been considerable variation over the long chronological interval in which the dune was used.

Another tricky question concerns the intensity of occupation. How much time passed between the various periods of activity on the Yangtze Harbour dune? Did people return to this location on an annual basis, or might several years pass before people ‘disembarked’
here again? An answer may be (partly) implicit in the levels with burnt marsh vegetation
remains that were found in the cores. Micromorphological thin-section analysis and the
archaeobotanical data have shown that reedmarsh vegetation must have been burnt in
situ on multiple occasions. The conditions for burning reeds are best when they are dry,
in autumn and winter through early spring. It is very likely that the intentional burning of
marsh vegetation was repeatedly done in order to make the dune flank accessible after
periods of absence, in which the vegetation would time and again recover. Reed fringes
may in the course of one or two years regrow sufficiently to render passage virtually
impossible without renewed intervention. This observation may allow a glimpse of the
rhythms governing the use of the Yangtze Harbour dune, at any rate in a particular period.

7.2.4.2 The settlement context

The evidence that groups of hunter-gatherers in the course of many centuries, over many
generations, kept returning to the Yangtze Harbour dune means that the site continued
to play a role in the lives of these people. The great diversity of activities that could
be demonstrated, suggests that the settlement was not one of ‘specialised’ use with a
marked emphasis on just a few, directly related activities. So-called ‘special-purpose’
encampments are marked by a one-sided range of functions and associated tools. This
was not the case on the Yangtze Harbour dune, which nonetheless does not exclude the
possibility that the dune was also used for specific activities such as seasonal harvesting
of plant resources. However, on the basis of the present evidence this cannot be
ascertained.

The functional variation that could be demonstrated by the use wear on the flint tools
points to a context in the domestic or residential sphere. That is to say, a settlement
or encampment where one or more families resided, where food was prepared and
consumed, and where all sorts of materials were processed into utilitarian items, possibly
including personal and other ornaments. Despite the lack of direct evidence, shelters
will have been built on the dune, as well as other structures that for instance served the
processing and storage of animal and plant foods. The production, use and disposal
of tools at the site tie in with such a context, which most closely matches what in the
literature is termed a ‘base camp’ (Binford 1980).

The recovered evidence of the production of various tools and possibly also decorative or
artistic items on the dune in the Yangtze Harbour does not necessarily mean that these
were all used locally. Some tools and ornaments are likely to have been carried from one
location to the next, and may have been retained for years, or indeed generations.

It must be kept in mind that the dune site may have served different purposes through
time. Given the great time depth that is evident from the vestiges, it is quite plausible that
the role of the site changed over time. The physical landscape was subject to dramatic
changes and the vegetation evolved from rather homogeneous to highly varied, which
resulted in shifting possibilities for exploitation of all sorts of resources. Nor does the social
context of settlers’ activities need to have remained constant, whether or not in response
to the geographical transformations. Maybe this location was repeatedly used for many
generations (‘continuity of habitation’), while the focus of their activities strongly changed
(‘behavioural discontinuity’; Peeters 2007; idem 2009a; idem 2009b).

7.3 The Yangtze Harbour dune in relation to the Rhine-Meuse estuary

The habitation on the Yangtze Harbour dune should not be considered in isolation. Traces
of Mesolithic habitation have been encountered at various locations in the Rhine-Meuse
estuary, so far all on river dunes (Figs 7.4 and 7.5). Besides, numerous stray items of
Mesolithic age are known, especially from Maasvlakte 1 (and now also from the beach of
Maasvlakte 2), where – since its construction in the 1970s – hundreds of bone harpoon
heads have been gathered from the dredged-up sand (Verhart 1988). On beaches
elsewhere along the coast (and now also from Maasvlakte 2), many Mesolithic objects
are collected that were brought up with sand from the North Sea. This section examines
how the picture presented by the Yangtze Harbour ties in with what else is known from the
region.
7.3.1 Chronology and palaeogeographical context

Since the construction of Maasvlakte 1 in the 1970s and early 1980s, private collectors have gathered remarkable numbers of bone harpoon heads and various other antler and bone artefacts. In 1988 Verhart published an overview of these finds. On typological grounds, an (Early) Mesolithic age was deemed the most likely, and this was supported by two radiocarbon dates which indicated Preboral and Late Boreal ages (Verhart 1988). But a third point produced a Middle Atlantic origin. For a long while, the 'Maasvlakte points' were regarded as the earliest signs of hunter-gatherer activity around the Meuse estuary. The excavations carried out earlier by Louwe Kooijmans on river-dune crests (donken) and on dune flanks in the polder Alblasserwaard related mainly to the Neolithic. In this region the excavations at Hardinxveld-Polderweg and Hardinxveld-De Bruin yielded the very first evidence from the Late Mesolithic (Louwe Kooijmans 2001a; idem 2001b; Figs 7.4 and 7.5). In recent years, however, the archaeologists from BOOR have carried out various investigations in Rotterdam, which also brought to light earlier phases of Mesolithic occupation, in part contemporary with the occupation on the Yangtze Harbour dune (Döbken, Guiran, and van Trierum 1992; Guiran and Brinkkemper 2007; Moree, Schoonhoven, and van Trierum 2010; Zijl et al. 2011; Schiltmans 2013).

7.3.1.1 Continuity of occupation in the Rhine-Meuse estuary

The available radiocarbon dates show that the settlement traces from the Yangtze Harbour dune are among the earliest in the Rhine-Meuse estuary (Table 7.3). The harpoon heads of Maasvlakte 1 are (in part?) contemporaneous, as are the Mesolithic settlement traces that were found at Rotterdam-Beverwaard Tramremise (Zijl et al. 2011). A chronological gap of several centuries, between circa 6400 and 6000 BC (Table 7.3), appears between the end of the Mesolithic settlement on the Yangtze Harbour dune and the beginning of activity at the sites of Rotterdam-Emplacement Centraal Station (Guiran and Brinkkemper...
Hardinxveld-Polderweg (Louwe Kooijmans 2001a), Hardinxveld-De Bruin (Louwe Kooijmans 2001b), and Rotterdam-Groenenhagen, the possible result of the fairly small number of available radiocarbon datings and the generally limited size of the investigated areas. Equally, it may reflect an interruption in the occupation of the region or specific taphonomic conditions due to the environmental change from a river valley to an estuary in this particular period (see also Section 7.4.1.3).

Only the sites at Hardinxveld have been investigated more intensively, but here too it should be said that only relatively small parts of the dunes were excavated. The ‘starting dates’ of both sites around 5500 BC (Late Mesolithic) are based mainly on radiocarbon dating. Yet the flints include various microliths (triangles, segments, and fairly many A- and B-points), which may in fact be of Middle Mesolithic age.

For the site of Rotterdam-Beverwaard Tramremise, the few radiocarbon dates of the Mesolithic fall between circa 7600 and 7100 BC. To what extent these dates are a reliable reflection of local Mesolithic activity is hard to assess. Given the presence of Swifterbant-type pottery, there was local activity even into the Neolithic, and the crest of this river dune was not submerged until circa 3500 BC (Zijl et al. 2011, 25). The flint assemblage includes material which on technological and typological grounds may well be of Late Mesolithic and/or Early Neolithic age.

The investigated sites in the Rhine-Meuse estuary display a quasi-continuous Mesolithic/Neolithic occupation history from the second half of the Preboreal onwards. The earliest phase is represented by the site in the Yangtze Harbour. The long habitation history of the dune is paralleled at the other investigated sites, be it that the starting and ending dates of their occupation markedly differ. As the dating possibilities and research strategies strongly vary among the investigated sites, the starting date is not always clear. Only in the case of the Yangtze Harbour dune can it be positively demonstrated, thanks to radiocarbon datings of burnt bone and OSL datings of dune sand and underlying fluvial sand, that human activity started as early as the second half of the Preboreal. The end date in the Rhine-Meuse estuary seems always to coincide with the submersion of the sandy knolls that Mesolithic and Neolithic people inhabited.10

### 7.3.1.2 Shifting geographical context

As a result of the rising sea level, all of the known sites in the area were progressively influenced by the proximity of the sea. The major rivers and the upstream regions underwent great changes since the Late Glacial. Climate change caused the width of the rivers to decrease from ca 13,000 BC onwards (Hijma et al. 2009), whereas in the preceding millennia it had increased (Busschers et al. 2007). The Bølling interstadial, the first warm phase in the Late Glacial, saw a rise in mean summer temperature. As a result, the subsoil was no longer permanently frozen and the braided river system became a network of meandering, parallel channels, the largest of which were to remain active into the Early Holocene. In response to the rising temperature, precipitation and soil humidity, a dense vegetation cover developed in the river valley and its catchment area. As a result a more regular discharge was established, transporting less sediment than in the preceding colder periods. Beside the remaining channels, fluvial plains abandoned by the river survived as low terraces which flooded only at high water levels, when they received deposits of silt and clay. The river channels themselves continued to meander actively. Their meandering belt became wider and the beds of the larger channels deepened. An effect of this was that the smaller channels lost their share in the discharge and in the course of the Late Glacial became obsolete. The smaller Late Glacial channels became residual channels, winding depressions in the floodplain holding stagnant water, which gradually filled up with organic sediment. Residual channels are known from all periods of the Later Glacial and Early Holocene. In the Rhine-Meuse valley in the central and western Netherlands, the river did not abandon the last of its secondary channels until sometime in the Early Holocene (Hijma et al. 2009).

Concurrent with the trend towards progressive warming of the climate from the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) into the Holocene, the Late Glacial period saw some major climatic fluctuations. The most striking one occurred between 11,900 and 9750 BC:
Fig. 7.5. Schematic section showing the anatomy of the Rhine-Meuse delta, with time lines indicating water-table rise and drowning.
Table 7.3. Dates of sites and stray finds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age in calendar years BC</th>
<th>11,000</th>
<th>10,000</th>
<th>9600</th>
<th>9200</th>
<th>8800</th>
<th>8400</th>
<th>8000</th>
<th>7600</th>
<th>7200</th>
<th>6800</th>
<th>6400</th>
<th>6000</th>
<th>5600</th>
<th>5200</th>
<th>4800</th>
<th>4400</th>
<th>4000</th>
<th>3600</th>
<th>3200</th>
<th>2800</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotterdam-Yangtze Harbour</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotterdam-Beeverwaard Tramremise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotterdam-Emplacement CS</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotterdam-Isselmonde</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotterdam-’t Hart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardinxveld-Polderweg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardinxveld-De Bruin</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotterdam-Groenenhagen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stray finds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human skeletal remains*</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artefacts: Points from Maasvlakte 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artefact: Willemstad figurine</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- = Traces of habitation
X = Traces of habitation with graves
* = From various locations in the North Sea and beaches of the western Netherlands

* = Number of dated stray finds
the Late or Younger Dryas, a temporary cooling of the climate in especially Greenland, the northern Atlantic Ocean, and Europe. The then active riverbeds in part broadened again and returned to a semi-braided pattern. Also the vegetation in the Netherlands reverted from a Boreal pioneer woodland (Allerød) to a tundra-like landscape. Also, and especially along the widening sandy riverbeds, the displacement of sand by the wind strongly increased. From the periodically dried-out floodplain and the larger stream valleys, the wind threw up river dunes along the river courses and terrace slopes. At a greater distance from riverbeds and stream valleys, fresh sand-drifting occurred among the sparse vegetation, and a final generation of parabolic dunes formed in the coversand regions. Along the great rivers, river dunes would continue to form in the Preboreal and locally even into the Boreal (Maasvlakte: the present report; Schiedam and Rotterdam: Pons and Bennema 1958; Rotterdam Blijdorp: Cohen and Hijma 2008; Hijma et al. 2009; Alblasserwaard (Hazendonk): van der Woude 1983).

The Yangtze Harbour research has shown that it was a long while before any direct marine influence became noticeable. In the course of the Preboreal and indeed most of the Boreal, there continued to be a freshwater, fluvial environment around this westerly dune. At the beginning of the Preboreal the coast still lay far off in the present North Sea, and the sea level was some 50m below where it is today. The Rhine drained towards the southwest with the Meuse, Scheldt, and Thames as tributaries, and emptied into the sea at the Strait of Dover. The confluence of the Rhine and Thames is envisaged as some 150km downstream from the Maasvlakte (Bridgland and d’Olier 1995), off the coast of Flanders. North of the Rhine valley lay an extensive coversand region drained by the rivers Overijsselse Vecht and Eem. Here and there in the dry North Sea plain were some elevated areas as well, such as the current Dogger Bank. At the beginning of the Holocene, the North Sea coast lay over 300km to the north. Reconstructions (Jelgersma 1979; Coles 1998) put the coast north of the Dogger Bank (the current 60m-depth contour), running from northern England to the northern tip of Denmark. A watershed would have run between the isle of Texel and the Dogger Bank. The river Elbe formed the most important drainage system east of this watershed (Figge 1980; Fig. 7.6), while the lower courses of rivers like the Weser, Ems, and Hunze (northeastern Netherlands) traversed the area in a northerly direction. The English rivers drained into the western catchment area.

In the Early Mesolithic, the Rotterdam area still occupied an inland position in the Rhine-Meuse valley. In the Preboreal it periodically experienced brief (some weeks, varying from year to year) inundations of the floodplain. For most of the year, however, the water table lay below the surface, allowing soil formation and sand drifting to occur. With the development to a more deltaic situation in the Boreal, flooding occurred with greater regularity and frequency. Groundwater would appear at or a little above the surface for larger parts of the year, and over the width of the river valley more differentiated wetland environments developed. Only the valley margins and the river-dune areas within in the valley remained as elevated parts unaffected by inundation along the river. This continued to be the situation into the Early Atlantic.

It was not until halfway through the Early Atlantic that the sea level had risen to such an extent that an estuary formed in this area. Such an environment had earlier occurred in the Boreal, be it dozens of kilometres downstream. In the estuary, the inundation regime was determined mainly by the sea level and tidal fluctuations, and occasionally by high river discharge or storm surges. In the estuarine area a freshwater tidal environment prevailed. By the time of the younger radiocarbon-dated settlement phases in the Yangtze Harbour, such an environment must have existed a few kilometres downstream from the site. Between 6500 and 6300 BC the site itself briefly lay in the freshwater zone of the estuary (Chapter 3). Towards the end of the Early Atlantic the freshwater estuary zone had moved upstream of the site, and the Maasvlakte area had become part of a brackish to marine environment. In the Middle/Late Atlantic, the presence of salt-tolerant vegetation such as glasswort and saltmarsh rush at the site of Rotterdam-Emplacement Centraal Station points to marine influence (Brinkkemper in: Guiran and Brinkkemper 2007). The area between the Maasvlakte and Rotterdam Centrum in this period would have been a brackish estuary (Hijma and Cohen 2011). The site in the Yangtze Harbour by then had already been submerged for centuries.
Fig. 7.6. The Holocene flooding of the North Sea. Deeper parts (darker shade of blue) drowned between 8000 and 7000 BC. The presumed coastline position at 7000 BC and a beach-barrier alignment breached by tidal inlets are indicated, the latter by a dotted line. Rotterdam-Yangtze Harbour is marked with the red dot.

An important supra-regional aspect of the submersion is the fact that a connection was made between the northern (from Scotland-Scandinavia) and southern (from the Strait of Dover) sea basins, as a result of which the current tidal regime established itself. Between 6500 and 5500 BC, this was accompanied by a considerable increase of the tidal range (Fig. 7.7). Initially, the tidal range was slightly tempered by a rise of the mean sea level resulting from the establishment of an amphidromic point in the Southern Bight, around which the tidal surge has rotated ever since (van der Molen and de Swart 2001; Hijma and Cohen 2010). The configuration between 8000 and 7000 BC with a narrow Strait of Dover and a relatively broad, shallow bay in the southern North Sea suggests that the tides at the mouth of the Rhine at the time were strongly subdued (see also Uehara, Scourse, Horsburgh, Lambeck, and Purcell 2006).

For the Rhine-Meuse estuary, the sea-level rise meant that the water-table regime from about 6550 BC was directly influenced by the sea. Because of its westward position, the Yangtze Harbour dune had earlier experienced ‘wet feet’ (Chapter 3; Fig. 7.5). Regionally, peat formation could occur from as early as 7250 BC in lower, frequently flooded spots along the river courses, as well as in depressions in river-dune areas and along the feet of dunes in the margins of floodplains. Previously, floods had mostly deposited clay, while in the remainder of the year soil formation could take place and peat growth was limited to local pools and residual channels.
7.3.2 Exploitation of resources

The palaeogeographical transformation of the wider Meuse-estuary region was not uniform, neither in chronological (in the course of the Mesolithic), nor in geographical terms (over the full width of the valley and its full length from floodplain to mouth). Various differences at different scale levels made it a caleidoscopic complex of changes. In the Early Mesolithic (up to 7500 BC) the transformation was limited to geographical changes within the valley (changes in river style, dune formation, vegetation succession, and soil formation). In the Middle Mesolithic, with shortening lines to the approaching estuary, it also entailed transformation to wetland conditions for the lower-lying parts. By the Late Mesolithic, (from circa 6500 BC) the river mouth lay in the present Rhine-Meuse estuary. There were still dune outcrops beside the channels in the wetland areas upstream, but no longer in the Maasvlakte area. The main question is what this meant to the Mesolithic hunter-gatherers who were active in the Rhine-Meuse estuary. It is obvious to seek the influence of these changes in resource exploitation mainly in the coast approaching from the west. What resources were exploited and where could they be found? Could it be that forms of exploiting the partially aquatic environment were practised in the Maasvlakte area (Yangtze Harbour) during the Middle Mesolithic, which upstream, in Rotterdam, were not in evidence until the Late Mesolithic, when the estuarine environment had shifted even further east?

7.3.2.1 The aquatic environment

The Yangtze Harbour is the westernmost excavated site; Hardinxveld-Polderweg and Hardinxveld-De Bruin in the polder Alblasserdam are the easternmost relevant to the debate. While the faunal remains from the Yangtze Harbour dune included some fish species that are decidedly marine, these were entirely absent from the two Late Mesolithic sites at Hardinxveld. In the case of the Yangtze Harbour, it is quite likely that the presence of marine species is linked to the approaching coast. Yet it is an oversimplification to presume that with the shifting coastline eventually more or less automatically marine fish would be caught throughout the Meuse estuary. The sites at Hardinxveld remained
relatively far inland, in a fluvial environment without any evidence of marine influence, even long after the Yangtze Harbour was drowned by the sea. Other sites have yielded too few faunal remains to show what happened in the intervening region, which underlines how fragmentary the data base still is.

Judging by the currently known evidence, it appears that many resources were exploited in close proximity to the site. In the case of the Yangtze Harbour dune, it is clear that a rich variety of plant and animal resources were available on and near the dune complex. A comparable picture emerges for Hardinxveld-Polderweg and Hardinxveld-De Bruin. Also Rotterdam-Beverwaard Tramremise, Rotterdam-Groenenhage, and Rotterdam-Emplacement Centraal Station tie in with this, although for these sites considerably fewer data are available. At the same time, one should be cautious in considering the ‘potential availability’ and the actual provenance of a recovered/demonstrated resource. Resources may well have been potentially available, but in reality their availability may have strongly fluctuated in space and time. As was mentioned in Section 7.2.2.3, certain resources may have been brought in over considerable distances, even if in landscape reconstructions they might be deemed potentially available ‘locally’. This goes both for mammals and fishes. On the basis of ethnographic evidence relating to hunter-gatherers in Boreal landscapes in particular, it seems likely that smaller game and fur mammals, as well as birds, fishes and plant foods were sourced in the immediate surroundings.

Although the species marked as food resources in the recovered assemblages were available in the close vicinity, this does not necessarily imply either that these were exploited randomly and in the same way throughout the region. The well-preserved faunal remains from Hardinxveld-Polderweg and Hardinxveld-De Bruin show that pike was a specifically targeted fish species, probably in late winter and early spring, when these fish congregate in shallow floodwaters to spawn (Beerenhout 2001a, 264; idem 2001b, 323-324). Also it was clear that fishes from a range of biotopes were caught: the main channels of large rivers, the pools outside them with stagnant or slowly flowing water, and the seasonally inundated areas. This range of biotopes is fully represented also by the fish remains found on the Yangtze Harbour dune.

The exploitation of fishes from different biotopes implies different fishing methods. In active channels the use of fishing weirs – consisting of wattle panels with one or more gaps with funnels in them – is a very effective way of catching fish migrating upstream (Bulten, van der Heijden, and Hamburg 2009). It is a passive method, based on a knowledge of the seasonal migratory behaviour of fish species. Also tidal channels where certain marine fish species swim upstream with the tide, can be used in this manner; as the tide goes out, the fish will be trapped by the weir. Various Neolithic examples of such fishing systems are known from the Netherlands (Hoge Vaart-A27; Emmeloord-J97). Besides, traps and nets may have been used, both in running and stagnant water. Fish traps are known from various findspots in the Netherlands, including Hardinxveld-De Bruin (Louwe Kooijmans, Hänninen, and Vermeeren 2001b), Hoge Vaart-A27 (Hamburg, Kruijshaar, Nientker, Peeters, and Rast-Eicher 2001) and Emmeloord-J97 (Bulten et al. 2009). Fragments of knotted string that may represent parts of nets are known from Rotterdam-Emplacement Centraal Station (Guiran and Brinkkemper 2007) and Hardinxveld-Polderweg (Louwe Kooijmans, Vermeeren, and van Waveren 2001a).

Less clarity exists about the use of harpoons in fishery. As noted earlier, the Rhine-Meuse estuary stands out for the hundreds of points made of bone, at least part of which are interpreted as harpoon heads (Verhart 1988; idem 1995). Given the lack of evidence about the original context from which these artefacts derive, it is not certain that they all relate to fishery. Yet the research into the palaeogeographical evolution of the Yangtze Harbour has made it clear that the harpoon heads of Maasvlakte 1, judging by their (in most cases presumed) antiquity, were in fact ‘discarded’ in a freshwater estuarine landscape rather than a marine one. It is well possible that harpoons were used for spearing larger fishes, such as salmon, sea trout and sturgeon, once they had been trapped by a fish weir.
7.3.2.2 Plants aplenty

As shown in Sections 7.2.2.2 and 7.2.2.3, the study in the Yangtze Harbour yielded a surprising amount of evidence about the use of plant resources. It was established that the dune flank deposits contained quite a wide range of species which may have provided plant foods. The intensively visited sites at Hardinxveld a similar picture. Other Mesolithic (and Early Neolithic) sites in the Rhine-Meuse estuary have yielded less evidence, mainly because of less intensive research.

Besides hazelnut and acorn, water chestnut seems to be a standard feature. Charred remains of water chestnut are known from Yangtze Harbour, Rotterdam-Emplacement Centraal Station, Hardinxveld-Polderweg and Hardinxveld-De Bruin. Also, charred remains of starch-rich tubers of lesser celandine have been found at Yangtze Harbour and in the nearby river-dune site Hardinxveld-Polderweg (Bakels and van Beurden 2001). Seeds of yellow water-lily and berries of hawthorn and dogwood – whose charred remains have been identified at the above-mentioned sites – may also have been eaten.

As was mentioned in Section 7.2.3.2, oil may have been extracted from the seeds of dogwood. The systematic occurrence of dogwood seeds in the more sizeable botanical assemblages, not only in the Rhine-Meuse estuary but also elsewhere in the Netherlands and abroad (southern Sweden), may point to this. Notably, the charred specimens from the Yangtze Harbour are broken or crushed, which is a strong indication that the berries and/or seeds were processed.

From the currently available data it becomes increasingly clear that plant resources played a significant role in the life of the Mesolithic hunter-gatherers. The importance of plant resources and their exploitation was earlier emphasised by Zvelebil (1994). The insights from the Yangtze Harbour study and the data from elsewhere in the Rhine-Meuse estuary offer supporting arguments for this. The importance of plant resources is apparent not only from the recovered plant remains, but also from the use-wear traces identified on the flint and other stone artefacts. The use of blades for scraping and flattening siliceous plants was documented also at both Hardinxveld sites (van Gijn et al. 2001a; idem 2001b). The flints from Rotterdam-Beverwaard Tramremise and Rotterdam-Groenenhagen have not (yet) been examined for use wear, but it is likely that such processing took place at these sites too. According to van Gijn (2010) it was a recurrent activity, apparently linked to wetland hunter-gathering.

There are also signs of Mesolithic hunter-gatherers having actively interfered in the vegetation. Fire played an important part in this process. Along the Yangtze Harbour dune, indications were found of repeated burning of reed beds, in all probability to improve access to the sandy knoll, or conversely to improve access to the river. Although in a wetland setting this may appear less likely, there may be other reasons too for burning off patches of vegetation (Mellars 1976). Ethnographically it is known that hunter-gatherers – like those in North America and Australia – did so to create open country and improve the view, while attracting game to the rejuvenated vegetation. A more open vegetation may also boost the production of nuts and fruits in the spinneys.

In the Netherlands and other northwest European countries, there has been growing evidence of the deliberate burning of vegetation. For the Early and Middle Mesolithic in the Netherlands, the Yangtze Harbour, Zutphen-Ooijerhoek (Bos, van Geel, Groenewoudt, and Lauwerier 2005), Almere-Overgooi (Opbroek and Lohof 2011), Hanzelijn-Gebied VIII (de Moor et al. 2009), and Groningen-Meerstad (Woldring, Schepers, Mendelits, and Fens 2012) are important sites. A distinct parallel to the Yangtze Harbour is the English site of Star Carr (Yorkshire), where evidence of the intermittent burning-off of reeds has also been connected to keeping open water accessible and creating wider views (Mellars and Dark 1998). But even for the Late Glacial there are various indications of such practices, for instance at Milheeze in the Netherlands (Bos and Janssen 1996; Bos, Bohncke, and Janssen 2006), Rieme in Belgium (Bos, Verbruggen, Engels, and Crombé 2013), and the Lahn valley in Germany (Bos and Urz 2003). In particular it is the repeated occurrence of horizontally lying, charred reed remains like those encountered in the Yangtze Harbour and at Star Carr, that makes a natural explanation unlikely.
7.3.3 Social context and ideology

In all likelihood, rivers played an important role in the provision of information (Lovis and Donahue 2011). Information about the availability of all sorts of subsistence resources is of crucial importance to hunter-gatherer groups (Whallon 2011). But also, information about the activities of more or less related groups is essential for maintaining social contacts (Kelly 1995, 150-151). Choices about residing at site A or B in particular seasons are strongly affected by the available information.

In Section 7.2.4 it was proposed that the broad spectrum of activities and the great time depth of the Yangtze Harbour dune site might reflect repeated use of this site as a base camp. People will in the course of time have adjusted their activities to the changing landscape and biotopes. The river-dune complex was certainly suitable as a location for long-term use. Other extensive river-dune complexes near the Meuse estuary, where also the higher parts of the dune could be investigated (Rotterdam-Beverwaard Tramremise, Hardinxveld-Polderweg, and Hardinxveld-De Bruin), show evidence of various phenomena which for reasons of non-preservation and excavation method could not be studied in the Yangtze Harbour. At the two Hardinxveld sites, pits of varying sizes were uncovered, including a few large ones which were interpreted as sunken-floored huts (Hamburg and Louwe Kooijmans 2001; Louwe Kooijmans and Nokkert 2001). At Hardinxveld-De Bruin some small pits in the surrounding peat were found to contain ritual depositions from the Early Neolithic habitation phase (Louwe Kooijmans and Nokkert 2001). Besides, burials came to light at both Hardinxveld sites and at Rotterdam-Beverwaard Tramremise. At Hardinxveld-Polderweg the graves were inhumations of humans and dogs (Smits and Louwe Kooijmans 2001a) and at Hardinxveld-De Bruin, human inhumation graves (Smits and Louwe Kooijmans 2001b). Both sites also yielded isolated human remains which were recovered among the settlement debris. At the site of Rotterdam-Beverwaard Tramremise, cremation remains were recovered (Zijl et al. 2001).

Although at the sites in the Yangtze Harbour any evidence of built structures or burials is obviously lacking, such features are likely to have been present originally. Archaeological research into the early prehistoric occupation of the Rhine-Meuse estuary has consistently focused on the (higher) river-dune crests. Human – and canine – burials would then be no exception. In other areas too, for instance in Flevoland, river dunes and natural levees consistently yield graves, while isolated human remains are frequently found among the traces of settlements. Maybe this reflects a specific meaning of such sites in the landscape, maintaining historical relations between people and places, as nodes in time (time nodes; Peeters 2007). In a transforming landscape, close to a shifting coastline, such a function may be of a persistent nature and determine the structure of landscape use. Human skeletal remains from the Mesolithic that are on occasion picked up along the Dutch coast or fished up from the North Sea near the Brown Ridge, may derive from eroded graves or cemeteries.

In this connection it should be remembered that it is hard to get a grip on the spatial scale on which to consider the use of landscapes by Mesolithic (and Early Neolithic) hunter-gatherers, not only when it comes to the spots where people lived for shorter or longer periods, but also for the interconnections between these places. The ‘exotic’ provenance of certain raw materials, for instance, may reveal links to relatively distant areas. In Section 7.2.3.3 the presence of Wommersom quartzite on the Yangtze Harbour dune was already mentioned. Some artefacts of this material were identified also at both Hardinxveld sites, Rotterdam-Beverwaard Tramremise, Rotterdam-'t Hart, and at Hoge Vaart-A27 in Flevoland (van Gijn et al. 2001a; idem 2001b; Niekus in Zijl et al. 2011; Schiltmans 2010; Peeters et al. 2001; Amkreuz 2013). The material may have been acquired by the estuary dwellers themselves from outcrops in Belgium. These outcrops were accessible via the river Scheldt and its tributaries Dijle and Demer. It is quite possible that both the downstream Rhine-Meuse valley and the Scheldt catchment area were exploited by the same population group.

Lithic raw material gathered at various spots in that area became widely distributed. It cannot be ruled out that Wommersom quartzite ended up this far north from its source through contacts with other groups. Unfortunately, the distribution areas of other lithic raw materials are more difficult to establish. In contrast to the Wommersom quartzite – easily
recognisable and with just one source area – the exact provenance and subsequent
distribution of other flint and stone resources is not simply traceable on the basis of
petrographic traits, because of their widespread primary and secondary source areas. In
rare cases it can be made plausible on the basis of technological arguments that materials
or artefacts ended up far from their source area through inter-group contacts. A good
example are some large blades of Rijkholt flint recovered at Hardinxveld-De Bruin (van
Gijn et al. 2001b; Amkreuz 2013).

7.4 Changing perspectives: on the archaeological understanding of hunter-
gatherer landscapes and the significance of the Yangtze Harbour
investigations

Just as the settlement on the Yangtze Harbour dune cannot be seen in isolation from the
geographical context of the Rhine-Meuse estuary, so the activities of hunter-gatherers in
the wider region cannot be considered separate from developments in the southern North
Sea Basin and adjoining areas in England, Belgium, the Netherlands, and northwestern
Germany. Throughout northwestern Europe, processes were being set in motion as a
result of the climate changes starting in the Late Glacial, which were to dramatically alter
the landscape and its potential for habitation.

7.4.1 The drowning of the southern North Sea basin

7.4.1.1 The end of a glacial

In the coldest phase of the last glacial (Last Glacial Maximum - LGM), between
26,000 and 20,000 years ago, the sea level was roughly 120m below where it is today. Northwestern Europe formed a continuous landscape, comprising the British Isles, the
North Sea area, the British Channel, and the current continent. An ice cap lay across
Ireland, Wales, and Scotland, and an even larger one covered the Scandinavian-Baltic
region. The landscape south of these ice caps was dissected by large river systems,
including those of the Rhine and Meuse. The joint lower course of these rivers, from
their confluence with the Thames, is known as the Channel River. It passed through
a limestone gorge at the Dover Strait and followed the English Channel, and beyond
Brittany emptied into the Atlantic Ocean (Jelgersma 1979; Bourillet, Reynaud, Baltzer,
and Zaragosi 2003; Ménot et al. 2006). Along its course, the river was joined also by the
Somme and the Seine. In the flat North Sea basin, the Rhine-Meuse river was a broad
one, traversing a coversand landscape. In the confluence zone of the Rhine-Meuse
and Thames, the Channel River was flanked by a landscape of dissected, eroded river
terraces and hills. In the actual Dover Strait it was a gorge, and further downstream the
river passed through an alternation of river terraces and gorges (Gupta, Collier, Palmer-

The southern North Sea basin, to which the present southwestern Netherlands and Rhine-
Meuse estuary belonged also, was an important confluence area of river courses on
their way to the Dover Strait (Bridgland and d’Olier 1995; Hijma, et al. 2012). Before the
LGM, presumably also northern meltwater rivers temporarily fed into this extensive river
system. During the LGM, this already was no longer the case. From 26,000 years ago
onwards, it was in the first instance especially the British ice cap and the southwestern
sectors of the Scandinavian ice cap that considerably decreased in size. Other parts of the
ice cap started to melt from about 23,000 years ago. Meltwater lakes formed in the peri-
Baltic region (Poland, Baltic Sea). Along the southwestern edge of Scandinavia, drainage
occurred via the river Elbe towards the North Sea near Norway. In the dry southern North
Sea, the Rhine-Meuse system survived after the LGM as the principal river system (Hijma
et al. 2012).

In this period, periglacial conditions with permanently frozen subsoil prevailed in the
Netherlands and surrounding areas. Vegetation was absent or very sparse, and over
wide expanses the wind found no obstacles. As a result, a great deal of sand was locally
displaced throughout the North Sea basin, which resulted in a vast landscape of dunes
across the Northwest-European Plain, dissected by major and minor river valleys. These
river systems were fed by snowmelt water, which could not adequately drain into the frozen subsoil. In many cases this resulted in a braided river pattern with a relatively broad active bed with sand bars. These sand bars in their turn formed the sources of driftsand, which created extensive coversand landscapes.

The end of the LGM marks the beginning of the worldwide melting of ice caps, and with it the sea-level rise. The total sea-level rise has been 120m and some 60% of this rise occurred even in the Late Pleniglacial and Late Glacial, between ca 20,000 and 11,700 years ago, i.e. before the beginning of the Holocene (9700 BC). Initially the sea level rose fairly slowly, by circa 20m in 5000 years. With the staggered warming at the start of the Bølling interstadial, 14,500 years ago, the deglaciation of the Scandinavian-Baltic zone and the much larger North American ice cap accelerated spectacularly, thus also accelerating the worldwide sea-level rise. The English Channel was engulfed by sea water in this period, and the Channel River ceased to exist. The valley floor in the Strait of Dover and the southern North Sea basin lay at a higher elevation, so this region continued to be drained by rivers up to the end of the Pleistocene.

7.4.1.2 Shifting coastlines and waterlogging

As was indicated in Section 7.3.1.2, the coast at the start of the Holocene still lay far out in what now is North Sea. The mean sea level lay some 50m lower than it does today. There was a northern coastline running from the north of England, via the Dogger Bank, to northern Denmark, and a southern, bay-shaped coastline south of the Dover Strait. The Dover Strait gorge changed into an estuary at the transition from the Younger Dryas to the Holocene. In the Preboreal, the estuary lay between Flanders and England, and in the course of the Boreal it shifted to the Dutch sector (Hijma and Cohen 2010; idem 2011). The Maasvlakte underwent the transgression at the transition from the Early to the Middle Holocene, in the earliest Atlantic, as is evident also from the Yangtze Harbour investigations (Fig. 7.5). In the Early Holocene the northern coastline too shifted rapidly towards the Rhine-Meuse valley. From the deeper part of the North Sea, between Scotland and Norway, the transgression progressed southward, along both the English and the Danish-German sides of the Dogger Bank.

After circa 8000 BC it was no longer possible to reach Britain over land, and between 7550 and 6550 BC most of the southern North Sea basin was engulfed by the sea. Sediment analyses on a core in the Danish part of the North Sea (Skagerrak) suggest that the first marine contact with the southern North Sea was made around 6800 BC; from ca 6200 BC the contact was of a strength comparable to the current situation (Gyllencreutz and Kissel 2006). For about 1000 years the Dogger Bank formed an island in the North Sea, only to be eventually swallowed up. Nowadays its tops lie at a depth of 24m. Moreover, the past 8000 years have seen a subsidence of some 5 to 10m, as well as truncation. Allowing for the subsidence, the drowning of the last top of the Dogger Bank presumably coincided with a sea level of circa 15m below the current one, at around 6000 BC, roughly at the same time when the Yangtze Harbour area became permanently submerged.

Not only variations in the pace of sea-level rise, but also differences in topography meant that the speed of submersion was not the same everywhere. Relatively flat areas, like the Dutch part of the North Sea, were drowned in a relatively short period over large expanses, while the effects were more gradual in steeper valleys like that of the Channel River between the Thames confluence and the Strait of Dover. Where the coastline moved across critical points in the gradient of river valleys – as in the Rhine-Meuse system during the Boreal when the river mouth shifted from the Thames confluence to the Dutch sector – this would, by affecting the water table, have caused landscape changes upstream as well. Conversely, the beginning of Basal Peat formation in the Maasvlakte area (around 7500 BC; see Chapter 3) and the switch whereby meandering main channels deepened into an aggrading deltaic pattern (Hijma et al. 2009), may offer clues about the moment when a final threshold in the valley in the southern North Sea was overtopped.
7.4.1.3 A tipping point around 6500 BC

The moment around 6500 BC manifests itself in several locations in the North Sea basin – and around all oceans throughout the world – as an important tipping point during the transgression. Between 8050 and 6450 BC, Hijma and Cohen (2010) state, the mean water table in the future Rhine-Meuse estuary rose from about 24 to 19.5m - asl (Fig. 7.5). From ca 7000 BC this water-table rise progressively accelerated. Around 6450 BC (± 44 years) the area was drowned, and within 200 years the sea level rose from 19.7m - asl to 15.6m - asl. This four-metre rise according to Hijma and Cohen comprised a structural background rise of circa 2m and a sea-level 'jump' of similar amplitude. The 'jump' is related to the Hudson Bay being freed of its ice cap, and the sudden wholesale drainage of the meltwater-filled Lake Agassiz-Ojibway in Canada. This released a gigantic volume of fresh water into the ocean, which resulted in a worldwide absolute sea-level rise (among others, Törnqvist and Hijma 2012; Cohen and Hijma 2013; see Fig. 3.21).

The drainage of Lake Agassiz-Ojibway is also linked to a brief climatic 'blip' in particularly the North-Atlantic part of the world, the so-called '8.2 ka event'. The influx of fresh water into the ocean slowed down the warm Gulf Stream and the northern hemisphere experienced a cooler phase. In the same time frame, a submarine landslide on the edge of the Norwegian continental shelf (the Storegga landslide) caused a tsunami. This tsunami certainly affected the coasts of Norway, Iceland, and Scotland, as well as those of the southern North Sea: the coasts of the Dogger uplands, eastern England and offshore parts of the Netherlands (Weninger et al. 2008). In contrast to the sea-level jump preceding the '8.2 ka event', well-documented in the Maasvlakte area, neither the timing of the Storegga tsunami, nor the water depths and location of contemporary coastlines in the North Sea area are accurately known (Fig. 7.8). Below Rotterdam Centrum, around 13m - asl, there is sedimentary evidence of a region-wide marine flooding having occurred around 6000 BC; possibly this sedimentary marker may be linked to the Storegga tsunami rolling up the Rhine-Meuse estuary.

Yet the erosive impact of this tsunami may have been limited in these parts, owing to the buffering capacity of the estuary and the Rhine delta which had by then formed (Cohen and Hijma 2008; Hijma 2009). Research into the antiquity of tsunami-related deposits in Norway and Scotland has dated the tsunami to between 6200 and 5950 BC (Weninger et al. 2008). The background of steady sedimentation in the Rhine-Meuse estuary and the limited erosive effect lend the Rotterdam dating of the tsunami to circa 6000 BC greater accuracy than do the spectacularly thicker deposits left under high-energetic conditions along the Norwegian and British coasts.

In considering the permanent sea-level jump and the possible one-off impact of a tsunami, it is remarkable that their timing should coincide with the chronological gap, mentioned in Section 7.3.1.1, which separated the submergence of the Early/Middle Mesolithic site in the Yangtze Harbour from the (Late) Mesolithic sites further inland. The absence of sites in the Rhine-Meuse estuary with hard evidence of human activity between circa 6400 and 6000 BC may, as suggested earlier, be an artefact of research intensity. But it is also imaginable that the gap is due to the effects of accelerated sea-level rise on Mesolithic habitation in the area, which may have suffered a brief interruption (discontinuity of habitation). At the same time, erosion along the banks of the broad, young estuary may have affected the preservation of many contemporary traces of habitation. Remains lying at or close to the surface would run a greater chance of being washed away than those which at deeper levels – on the flanks and at the feet of river dunes – had already been embedded in sediment. On the basis of current evidence, it is unclear what factors – research intensity, sedimentary conditions during occupation, preservation conditions immediately afterwards, habitation discontinuity – are responsible for the chronological hiatus, but it is a phenomenon that does require further investigation.

7.4.2 Mesolithic hunter-gatherers in a drowning landscape

The Mesolithic occupation of the southern North Sea basin, also known as 'Doggerland', has over the past fifteen years enjoyed a great deal of attention, mainly as a result of an article by Coles, published in 1998, in which he presented an overview of the changing palaeogeographical conditions and the then known archaeological evidence. The
significance of Coles’ article lies mainly in its emphatic statement that the former dry land in the current southern North Sea should not be regarded as a mere land bridge between England and the continent, but as part of a continuous landscape. From the perspective that coastal zones must have been particularly attractive to Mesolithic hunter-gatherers because of the wealth and relative stability and predictability of resources, Doggerland may even have constituted a core region (Fig. 7.9).

As much as a century ago, Reid (1913) formulated the first ideas relating to the North Sea as a formerly wooded and habitable region. Clark in 1936 also pointed out the potential importance of this submerged land, when he realised that settlement traces of the early Maglemosian culture, which in southern Scandinavia was known especially from the coasts, must largely have disappeared into the sea. Despite more evidence having since then become available about its palaeogeographical features (Gaffney, Thomson, and Fitch 2007), it must be admitted that the archaeological significance of Doggerland is still highly speculative. However, the growing number of finds (Glimmerveen et al. 2004; van Kolfschoten and van Essen 2004; Verhart 2004) does suggest that the expectation of archaeological ‘wealth’ – at any rate in the region where Doggerland bordered on the Rhine-Meuse-Thames valley – is not wholly unfounded.

In relation to the drowning of the southern North Sea region, the geographical position of the Yangtze Harbour dune is exemplary. The dune in the Preboreal is contemporary with the Dogger uplands becoming an island in the North Sea and the context in which the dune was inhabited changed from a terrestrial landscape into an estuarine one until the dune was entirely submerged by the transgression which also engulfed the Dogger uplands. Yet there is an important difference between the situation of the Dogger uplands and that of the Rhine- Meuse estuary: the island had no hinterland, while the estuary did. This implies that human exploitation of the changing landscape in the estuary must be placed in a different context from that of the drowning Dogger uplands.

Even though in several respects the resolution of the data is less than optimal for adequately answering all the questions, it should be stated that a ‘window’ like the Yangtze Harbour presents a unique contribution to our understanding of a distant past: the Early and Middle Mesolithic of the drowning North Sea. Importantly, our knowledge of Mesolithic hunter-gatherers is almost entirely based on sites located in today’s dry or reclaimed land, and rarely in what then were lush lowland areas in the vicinity of the sea. Clark (1936) argued that the North Sea area played a large role in the technological and typological correspondences between artefacts from England and southern Scandinavia. His ideas were supported by palaeo-ecological evidence derived from scattered lumps of peat retrieved from the sea. Moreover, one chunk of peat from the ‘Leman and Ower Banks’, off the Norfolk coast, was found to contain a bone harpoon head. Some 35 years later, Louwe Kooijmans (1971) published a series of Mesolithic artefacts from the Europoort area and from the Brown Ridge. Over the past ten years, more new finds have been published (Glimmerveen et al. 2004; van Kolfschoten and van Essen 2004; Verhart 2004) and further theoretical arguments have been put forward for attaching greater value to drowned, prehistoric landscapes, and to coastal regions in particular (Bailey 2004; Flemming 2004).

Around the millennium, research in the southern Scandinavian coastal zone strongly influenced ideas about how prehistoric hunter-gatherers made use of coastal zones and how the exploitation of aquatic resources would have contributed to the development of sedentism, territoriality and social differentiation (Fischer 1995; idem 2004; Waddington 2007). But the question, of course, is to what extent that region can serve as a model for what went on elsewhere along the northwest-European coasts. There may well have been greater regional differentiation than was initially presumed (cf. Louwe Kooijmans 2001a).

Essential to our understanding is the spatial scale on which hunter-gatherers made use of the landscape and the role of information (Whallon 2011). Ethnographic evidence may be instructive in this respect. For instance, Lovis and Donahue (2011) show the kind of geographical knowledge about river courses and lakes that is current among hunter-gatherer groups in southeastern Labrador. Although geometrically distorted, the maps drawn by native Americans display huge detailing of river systems and lakes across vast areas, equivalent in size up to the Netherlands, Flanders, and southeast England, the southern North Sea and the Dover Strait combined (Fig. 7.10). A crucial role in
the provision of information is played by the rivers and open water as routes through
the landscape, with confluences of tributaries and features such as characteristic cliffs,
headlands, and hills along watercourses serving as landmarks. Also overland routes have
a place in the mental maps employed by these hunter-gatherers (Istomin and Dwyer
2009; Jordan 2012). Spatial information about the landscape and knowledge of routes and
landmarks in this perspective form important conditions for exploiting the resources of a
particular region and for instance anticipating the annually varying availability of certain
food sources.

Given the great spatial scale on which geographical information may be available to
hunter-gatherers, we must seriously consider the question of how representative our
archaeological data base is when it comes to Mesolithic use of the landscape. The Early
Mesolithic sites which are known mainly from the higher-lying parts of the Netherlands
(in particular the Pleistocene coversand areas in the north, east and south of the country)
at the time lay far inland. The few Mesolithic locations that we know from the western
Netherlands make it clear that the sites in the more elevated parts of the country represent
just a (perhaps small) part of a far greater diversity in forms of landscape use. If we focus
on the time frame relevant to the river dune in the Yangtze Harbour, i.e. the Preboreal
to Early Atlantic (Early and Middle Mesolithic), it should first of all be remembered that
it was only towards the end of this interval that the coastline came to lie close to our
research area. The site in the Yangtze Harbour lies at a tipping point, where Mesolithic
coastal habitation may have direct links to sites uncovered elsewhere in the terrestrial
Netherlands. Although sites covering the same chronological period have been found
elsewhere in the Netherlands and adjacent parts of Belgium and Germany, the Yangtze
Fig. 7.9. Maps of southeastern Labrador, Canada. The area shown is roughly the size of the Benelux, the adjacent part of Germany, the southern North Sea, and eastern England put together.

a. The map drawn by Mathieu Medicabo shows a distorted image of the area, which on the other hand is very detailed in representing the coastline, river courses, and lakes.

b. A conventional map with the cartographically correct representation of the area (after Leacock 1969, 7, Folders 1 and 2).
Fig. 7.10. Scatter diagram of uncalibrated radiocarbon dates and elevations above prehistoric sea level. In addition to Niekus 2006 (black dots, N = 393; plotted in relation to the sea-level rise curve of the northern Netherlands). With additional data from the Yangtze Harbour (the present report), Hardinxveld-Polderweg, and Hardinxveld-De Bruin (Out 2009), Willemstad (van Es and Casparie 1968; van de Plassche 1982; Amkreuz 2013) and several Rotterdam sites (see Table 7.3, data from the site list attached to the ROaA, in preparation), plotted in relation to the sea-level rise curve of the Rhine-Meuse estuary (Hijma and Cohen 2010).

Harbour site at present is the only one where the drowning process can be closely followed in relation to this early phase of the Mesolithic (cf. Niekus 2006; Figs 7.5 and 7.11).

One aspect that once again emerged from the research into the dune occupation in the Yangtze Harbour is that the formation of river dunes continued into the Early Holocene. Preboreal habitation on river dunes is well documented in various parts of the country, for instance in the current IJssel valley in the eastern Netherlands (Groenewoudt et al. 2001). It is remarkable that in other periods, where river dunes are present, as at Swifterbant (in the polder Oostelijk Flevoland), evidence of Early Mesolithic activity on river dunes is lacking, whereas it does appear in coversand areas in the same region (Peeters 2007). Conversely, there is intensive activity on the river dunes at Swifterbant, mainly in the Late Mesolithic and Early Neolithic, while at this time hardly any is documented
on the river dunes and coversand ridges in the eastern Netherlands. Such shifts within and among regions may be connected to the dynamics of the landscape at different scale levels (Peeters 2007; idem 2009a). As regards the Early Mesolithic, it is possible that the formation process of river dunes was decisive for the presence or absence of human activity. In areas where river dunes stabilised more readily under the influence of waterlogging and vegetation growth, human activity may have manifested itself sooner than in dune areas that formed over a longer period. The question therefore is whether prehistoric hunter-gatherers were keen to occupy any river dune as soon as it was consolidated by vegetation, or only those dunes with a favourable location for other reasons as well. For a better insight into such potential links, we need to chart the age of individual river dunes in different regions. The research in the Yangtze Harbour is of obvious importance in this respect too.

Sites like those in the Rhine-Meuse estuary of course do not stand alone. They are part of a pattern which reflects the use of the landscape in a broader context. Given the archaeozoological and archaeobotanical evidence from the Yangtze Harbour, different landscape zones were exploited: the freshwater fluvial plain and the drier elevations enclosed by or adjacent to this, the brackish tidal zone and the marine environment. It is unclear to what extent the various plant and animal (food) resources were exploited in the immediate proximity of the dune, or were imported to the site from elsewhere. But it is evident that the Yangtze Harbour and other Mesolithic river-dune sites in the western Netherlands should be considered as part of a network of places and zones in the landscape, that were linked together through routes (Amkreuz 2013).

The occurrence of non-anadromous marine fishes indicates that these hunter-gatherers must have travelled across open water to the sea over a distance of 10 to 20 km. It should be remembered that the distances over which hunter-gatherers move in watery landscapes can be considerable. Remains of canoes are found relatively often in Mesolithic contexts where wood has been preserved, indicating that they were a regular means of transport. The major systems of the Rhine, Meuse, and Scheldt may in the Preboreal and Boreal have been important lines of communication. With their numerous tributaries and streams they form a network — a dendritic ‘nerve system’ — crisscrossing this hunter-gatherer landscape. The scattered occurrence of Wommersom quartzite, for instance, is an indication of the geographical scope of Mesolithic contacts and transport movements within this network.

While the river and stream systems would have been of great significance as routes in the terrestrial parts of hunter-gatherer landscapes, coasts too must have played an important part. On the one hand as waterways connecting coastal locations and separate river systems/estuaries, on the other, as part of a differentiated landscape offering extra opportunities for resource exploitation. However, relatively little is known about the use of coastal zones by Mesolithic hunter-gatherers. Most of the research has been done in the southern Scandinavian region, where the generally shallow waters with good visibility offer favourable opportunities for systematic underwater research (Pedersen, Fisher, and Aaby 1997; Harff and Lüth 2007). Also some research has been performed along the British coast, e.g. around the Severn estuary (Bell 2007), in the Solent (Momber, Tomalin, Scaife, Satchell, and Gillespie 2011), and the estuary of the Howick Burn, Northumberland (Waddington 2007).

Yet in terms of geological and geographical development, these regions are not comparable to the lowlands of the North Sea basin. The southern Scandinavian region lies at the pivotal point of isostatic sinking and uplift, which means that here the influence of the global sea-level rise has affected the geographical dynamics quite differently. Besides, the steep coast of the British Isles gave rise to different coastal developments on the western shore of the North Sea than on the eastern. From the perspective of regionally differing geological processes and palaeogeographical conditions, the low-lying North Sea basin in the course of the Late Glacial and Early Holocene transgression underwent a continuously changing structure in terms of shifting coastlines, the position and nature of estuaries, and the presence of lakes. As a consequence, the opportunities offered by coasts, rivers and lakes for waterborne transport also changed. Especially in those areas where the drowning at times progressed very rapidly, as in the Dutch part of the continental shelf, these changes are likely to have fundamentally affected the ‘infrastructure’ of the hunter-gatherers’ landscape.
7.4.3 Conclusion

Questions relating to the representativity of the current archaeological data base, both from a national and from an international perspective, can be answered only when more insight is gained into what went on in these ‘black box’ areas. How representative is the current ‘terrestrial’ archaeological archive of the ways in which Mesolithic hunter-gatherers exploited the landscape? What correspondences or differences may there be between developments in the North Sea basin and the southern Scandinavian region?

Improving our insight into these matters is important in order to eventually identify any behavioural changes instigated by the dynamic landscape. Did the development towards a more sedentary way of life occur through an increased focus on the exploitation of stable, predictable, marine resources, as the ‘Scandinavian model’ suggests? Did, as a result of the shrinking habitable area, population densities everywhere increase, with stronger territoriality and social differentiation as a result? To what extent is there a causal link to the technological changes – a Middle Mesolithic versus a Late Mesolithic technology – which seem to have taken hold after the southern North Sea filled up?

To achieve a more nuanced picture of what effect the drowning southern North Sea basin would have had on the hunting-gathering landscape, it is necessary for investigations into the submerged areas to be continued. So far, the research in the Yangtze Harbour has been exceptional. The study, in many ways a pioneering one, has shown that a well thought-out, phased research strategy, even in challenging conditions, may produce very valuable results.
Notes

1. Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, Groninger Instituut voor Archeologie, Poststraat 6, 9712 ER Groningen. E-mail: j.h.m.peeters@rug.nl.

2. No systematic distinction will be made between Target zones West and East. Excavation took place in Target zone West only.

3. In particular, unburnt scales of freshwater perch and jawbone fragments of pike frequently turn up in Holocene deposits in the western Netherlands, both at archaeological sites and in natural contexts. In many cases we may presume that the specimens died a natural death.

4. Yet it should be taken into account that this contrast may wholly or in part result from fragmentation.

5. See, for example, the documentary film *Cree hunters of Mistassini* by Richardson and Lanzelo, 1974 (http://www.nfb.ca/film/cree_hunters).

6. More widely scattered carbonised particles are likely to reflect burnt organic material that was locally dispersed by water and wind.

7. Jet beads were made in the Neolithic, as is evident from finds in coastal settlements at Ypenburg (van Gijn 2008) and Schipluiden (van Gijn 2006). From the Mesolithic so far no jet is known, which may, however, be due to conservation conditions (Chapter 4). In the Netherlands and immediate surroundings, the same goes for ornaments of shell. Elsewhere in western Europe, some Mesolithic sites have yielded shell pendants, such as the cemeteries of Hoëdic and Téviec off the coast of Brittany (Péquart, Péquart, Boule, and Vallois 1937, Péquart and Péquart 1954).

8. Such items are rarely found at archaeological sites. One example, however, is the find of a series of impressions of reed matting of the Early Neolithic from the site Almere-Hoge Vaart (Hamburg et al. 2001; Peeters 2007).

9. They were dated as follows: 9945 ± 115 BP (Ua-642), 6160 ± 135 BP (Ua-643), and 9690 ± 125 (Ua-644). The harpoon heads are usually made of antler or bone of red deer or aurochs.

10. It should be noted that the site Rotterdam-Emplacement Centraal Station was investigated only by means of mechanical corings, containing channel fill that yielded bits of vegetable fibre twisted into string, and in one case with fine knots: possibly remains of fishing nets. This makes the context a different one from the other investigated sites.

11. At an amphidromic point there is no tidal rising or falling of the sea’s surface.

12. No detailed calculations of the tides in the southern North Sea for the period before the connection are available.

13. Although the charred and uncharred macro-remains from Rotterdam-Emplacement Centraal Station derive from a channel, which means that there is a real chance of their being a natural accumulation, it was argued that this was consumption waste, given the presence of charred barbed spines from the water chestnut – these easily detach from fully ripened nuts – and the association of these remains with charcoal-rich sandy sediment (Brinkkemper in: Guiran and Brinkkemper 2007).

14. Yet it should be kept in mind that the encountered remains mainly derive from a deposit of colluvial sediment at the foot of the dune. This is an accumulation of mixed waste from different use phases (see Section 7.2.1).

15. In the international literature the name of the ‘8.2 ka event’ refers to its calibrated date in thousands of years before present, i.e. 8200 years ago. Its climatic impact in the Greenland ice cap peaked at 6250 BC.

16. The Dogger Bank is also known as the Dogger Hills, in imitation of Coles (1998). This designation is avoided here, because ‘Hills’ is too suggestive of a hilly landscape, while in reality it is a large domed feature.

17. The use of ethnographic evidence in the archaeology of hunter-gatherers is often contested. In our opinion, data relating to historically documented and still living hunter-gatherer communities certainly have relevance to archaeological research, but must not be used as a window into the past. These peoples’ documented behaviour is not a simple parallel to prehistoric behaviour.

18. It should be noted that the maps discussed by Lovis and Donahue (2011) were drawn at the behest of ethnographers in the 20th century. The hunter-gatherers themselves do not use material maps.
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Illustrations

1. Introduction

Fig. 1.1. Location of the Yangtze Harbour planning area.
Fig. 1.2. Impression of the Yangtze Harbour planning area during (geo) archaeological investigations.
Fig. 1.3. The Yangtze Harbour planning area projected onto the ‘Topographic and Military Map of the Kingdom of the Netherlands’, Section Rotterdam 37, situation 1849/1850. In 1849/1850 the planning area was located at a distance of 2.5 to 5km to the coast between Oostvoorne and Hook of Holland.
Fig. 1.4. Artist’s impression of the future Maasvlakte (view from the north-west). On the left is Yangtze harbour, the shipping lane connecting Maasvlakte 1 and Maasvlakte 2.
Fig. 1.5. Map showing the location of the research areas at each stage. Both the desk-based assessment (Vos et al. 2009) and the exploratory field assessment (Vos et al. 2010a) encompassed the entire planning area (Stages 1 and 2), while the systematic field assessment was limited to the Target zones West and East (Stage 3). During the invasive underwater investigation three trenches were excavated in Target zone West (Stage 4).
Fig. 1.6. Preliminary results of the systematic field assessment (Stage 3) in Target zone West. Shown here are the presence or absence of river-dune deposits and archaeological indicators in each core.
Fig. 1.7. Preliminary results of the systematic field assessment (Stage 3) in Target zone East. During this stage of the investigation only one core revealed a very small quantity of charcoal dust upon inspection with the naked eye.

2. Methods and techniques

Fig. 2.1. Schematic overview of the phased approach used during (geo)archaeological investigations in the Yangtze Harbour planning area.
Fig. 2.2. Seismic research using a so-called chirp system. a. The signalling device; b. Impression of seismic field research in progress.
Fig. 2.3. Overview of the locations of cone penetration tests (CPT), corings, and of seismic-survey lines in and near Target zone West.
Fig. 2.4. Overview of the locations of cone penetration tests (CPT), corings, and of seismic-survey lines in and near Target zone East.
Fig. 2.5. The crane ship from which the cone penetration tests and coring were conducted.
Fig. 2.6. 3D visualisation of the Yangtze Harbour planning area based on bathymetric images produced in 2011 as viewed from the east. The yellow-beige colour marks the harbour floor at a depth of 18 to 17m - asl.
Fig. 2.7. The coring survey used a high-frequency hydraulic vibrocorer launched from a crane ship and sunk down to the harbour floor.
Fig. 2.8. On board the crane ship, the obtained soil cores were cut into 1m segments.
Fig. 2.9. At TNO Geological Survey of the Netherlands’ sediment registration laboratory in Utrecht, the coring tubes were cut open and the cores prepared for further analysis.
Fig. 2.10. Impression of some of the sliced soil cores.
Fig. 2.11. Situation of the three locations selected for invasive underwater investigation (Stage 4), relative to previous coring locations (Stage 3) in Target zone West, plotted onto the surveyed top of the Late Pleistocene and Early Holocene sands (fluvialite and river-dune deposits).
Fig. 2.12. Impression of the invasive underwater investigation (Stage 4) in the Yangtze harbour, carried out on board the dredger Triton.
Fig. 2.13. Detail of fieldwork in progress.
Fig. 2.14. Location of the three trenches (including batches), projected on the bathymetric reading of the harbour floor at the completion of the invasive underwater investigation. The overlap between the batches, that was caused by the 2 x 5m footprint of the grab (open position) is clearly visible.
Fig. 2.15. The horizontal level-cut clamshell grab, with a 2 x 5m footprint in open position, that was used during the invasive underwater investigation.

Fig. 2.16. Fieldwork could be followed ‘live’ on board the dredger Triton via computer. Shown here is the excavation of Trench 3 on November 9, 2011.

Fig. 2.17. Soil samples were assessed on board a second pontoon moored alongside the Triton.

Fig. 2.18. If river-dune deposits were encountered in a soil sample, it was dumped into a container on board the pontoon.

Fig. 2.19. In total, 68 botanical samples of the ‘clean’ river-dune sand were taken manually.

Fig. 2.20. A backhoe with a small hydraulic grab scooped the soil sample out of the container.

Fig. 2.21. The backhoe divided the soil from the container over two bulk bags, A and B.

Fig. 2.22. The Manitou, a crane with a long hydraulic jib, moved the bulk bags to the back of the pontoon moored alongside the Triton.

Fig. 2.23. At the end of each working day the dredger Triton unloaded the bulk bags onto the quay.

Fig. 2.24. The invasive underwater investigation resulted in a total of 316 bulk bags.

Fig. 2.25. The contents of the bulk bags were sieved using two large ‘Lutter’ sieves with a mesh size of 10mm.

Fig. 2.26. Detail of a soil sample on one of the ‘Lutter’ sieves. The lumps are some of the many peat fragments that were left on the mesh after sieving each batch.

Fig. 2.27. A second, smaller sieve with a 2mm mesh size was placed at the rinse water outlet of the ‘Lutter’ sieve.

Fig. 2.28. The 10mm and 2mm-sieve residues were dried on site in a specially equipped container.

Fig. 2.29. Dried sieve residue being sorted at BOOR.

Fig. 2.30. The inspection of the sieve residues resulted in a large number of archaeological indicators. To the right of the hand a large quantity of burnt bone.

Fig. 2.31. Trench 1 projected on the bathymetric reading of the harbour floor on November 1st, 2011. Also pictured are all batches that were sampled up to the moment this reading was taken. Clearly visible is that the trench was not excavated horizontally and evenly because of the oblique position of the grab.

Fig. 2.32. Trench 2 projected on the bathymetric reading of the harbour floor on November 7th, 2011. Also pictured are all batches that were sampled up to the moment this reading was taken. Presumably the grab rotated increasingly near the sides of the trench, because of the presence of the trench walls, and also budged towards the middle of the trench. This phenomenon also occurred in Trench 3.

Fig. 2.33. A simplified model of Trench 2. Due to a lengthwise overlap between adjoining sections, the trenches were excavated deeper at the centre than along the edges. The numbers indicate the sequence of excavation.

3. Landscape genesis and palaeogeography

Fig. 3.1. 3D visualisation of the detailed map of the Early Holocene top of the river-dune sand and the base of the marine sand in Target zone West, with the locations of several cores.

Fig. 3.2. Three cores from the Yangtze Harbour, illustrating the typical stratigraphical sequence (descriptions starting from below). a. Core B37A0713/O-13 in Target zone East, with a typical sequence of KR, KRWY, (EC) NIBA, EC (NAWO), and SBBL. b. Core B37A0676/W-07 in Target zone West, with a typical sequence of KR, KRWY-2, BXDE (with soil), NIBA, EC, and SBBL. c. Core B37A0693/W-24 in Target zone West, with a typical sequence of BXDE, NIBA, EC, NAWO, and SBBL.

Fig. 3.3. Chronological scheme, showing archaeological periods and sedimentary units in the Yangtze Harbour planning area. The red bar marks the period of human presence at the river-dune complex (established by means of radiocarbon datings).

Fig. 3.4. Available CPT records and corings in the Maasvlakte area.

Fig. 3.5. Positions of the various recordings and of Target zones West and East in the Yangtze Harbour planning area. a. Codes of shot points on seismic survey lines. b. Codes of cone penetration tests. c. Codes of corings for mapping the planning area. d. Location of selected recordings used in the overview profile (Fig. 3.8).

Fig. 3.6. Top of the Late Pleistocene and Early Holocene sand (KR and BXDE) relative to asl, with the position of Target zones West and East in the Yangtze Harbour planning area. a. Zones of erosion by marine channel activity in the Middle and Late Holocene.
b. Position of recordings selected for the overview profile (Fig. 3.8).

Fig. 3.7. Seismic-survey profiles in the Yangtze Harbour planning area. The bathymetrically corrected ‘chirp’ reflection data are shown in monochrome; the coloured lines indicate the most important boundaries. In blue, erosive channel features (interpreted as SBBL and NAWO channels); in orange, the top of the river dunes (thick beds of BXDE, contact with NIBA and EC), and in yellow, the ‘Pleistocene’ subsurface (KR, thin beds of BXDE and KRWY). For the position of the profiles, see Figure 3.5.

Fig. 3.8. Overview geological profile through the Yangtze Harbour planning area. For its position, see Figures 3.5 and 3.6.

Fig. 3.9. Detailed map of Target zone East. Top of the Late Pleistocene and Early Holocene sand (KR and BXDE) relative to asl, with the positions of the seismic-survey lines, the cone penetration tests and corings, and the course of the detailed geological profile (Fig. 3.11).

Fig. 3.10. Detailed seismic-survey profiles in Target zone East.

Fig. 3.11. Detailed geological profile of Target zone East. For its position, see Figure 3.9.

Fig. 3.12. Detailed map of Target zone West. Top of the Late Pleistocene and Early Holocene sand (KR and BXDE) relative to asl, with the positions of the seismic-survey track lines, cone penetration tests, and corings, and the course of detailed geological profiles 1 and 2 (Figs 3.14 and 3.15).

Fig. 3.13. Detailed seismic-survey profiles in Target zone West.

Fig. 3.14. Detailed geological profile 1 in Target zone West. For its position see Figure 3.12.

Fig. 3.15. Detailed geological profile 2 in Target zone West. For its position see Figure 3.12.

Fig. 3.16. Top of the Late Pleistocene and Early Holocene sand (KR and BXDE) relative to asl, with the location and research type per coring in the Yangtze Harbour planning area.

Fig. 3.17. Top of the Late Pleistocene and Early Holocene sand (KR and BXDE) relative to asl, with the location and research type per core in Target Zone West.

Fig. 3.18. Time-depth curves of the rising sea level and water table in the western Netherlands. After Hijma and Cohen (2010).

Fig. 3.19. Palaeogeographical reconstructions of the Maasvlakte area. a. 8400 BC; b. 7150 BC; c. 6400 BC; d. 6000 BC; e. 4500 BC.

Fig. 3.20. Palaeogeographical reconstruction of the Yangtze Harbour area. a. 8400 BC; b. 7250 BC; c. 7000 BC; d. 6400 BC; e. 6000 BC.

Fig. 3.21. The accelerated drowning of the landscape in the second half of the 7th millennium BC. After 6500 BC the river dune was surrounded by subaquatic sedimentary environments only.

Fig. 3.22. Schematic maps of landscape types in the Rhine-Meuse estuary in the Early Holocene. After Vos (2010).

Fig. 3.23. Reference images of the Cumberland Marshes, Canada.

Fig. 3.24. Palaeogeographical reconstructions of the landscape in Target zone West. a. 8400 BC; b. 7500 BC; c. 7000 BC; d. 6400 BC.

4. Flint and other stone

Fig. 4.1. Post-depositional and experimental marks on the flint. a. Traces of contact with a metal screen and with sand on the surface of Find number 316.12, formed during retrieval in the field. Original magnification 100x. b. Retouch with rounded back edge on Find number 23.1. Traces interpreted as resulting from working hide in both a longitudinal and a transverse direction. Original magnification 100x. c. Traces left by contact with soil on an experimentally fired arrowhead after it hit the ground. Original magnification 100x.

Fig. 4.2. Find number 13.4. Scale 1:1.

Fig. 4.3. Detailed images of Find number 13.4. a. Deeply permeated black patina in fracture; b. Micromineral (mica; polarised light); c. Brown and white patina; d. Dinoflagellate.

Fig. 4.4. Find number 36.10. Scale 1:1.

Fig. 4.5. Detailed images of Find number 36.10. a. Deeply permeated black patina in fracture; b. Porosity as a result of weathering; c. Foraminifer; d. Micromineral (mica; polarised light).

Fig. 4.6. Find number 84.3. Scale 1:1.

Fig. 4.7. Detailed images of Find number 84.3. a. Outer surface with black patina overlaying brown patina; b. Deeply permeated black patina in fracture; c. Deeply permeated black patina in fractures; d. Micromineral (mica; polarised light).
Fig. 4.8. Find number 114.3. Scale 1:1.

Fig. 4.9. Detailed images of Find number 114.3. a. Deeply permeated black patina; b. Dinoflagellate; c. Micromineral (mica; polarised light); d. Micromineral (mica) containing other microminerals (polarised light).

Fig. 4.10. Find number 276.4. Scale 1:1.

Fig. 4.11. Detailed images of Find number 276.4. a. Black patina in the edge zone of the flint; b. Black patina which extends to the flint’s core; c. and d. Bryozoa.

Fig. 4.12. Find number 287.1. Scale 1:1.

Fig. 4.13. Detailed images of Find number 287.1. a. Black patina in the edge zone of the flint; b. and c. Dinoflagellates; d. Mineral (mica).

Fig. 4.14. Find number 287.2. a. Old surface with white cortex; b. Surface showing fractures (worked). Scale 1:1.

Fig. 4.15. Detailed images of Find number 287.2. a. Clear edge zone of the flint showing no signs of weathering (no patina); b. One of twelve observed dinoflagellates.

Fig. 4.16. Detailed image of Find number 84.3. Zones with different types of patina can be clearly distinguished; in sequence brown patina (bottom), black patina (middle), and white patina (top).

Fig. 4.17. A blade fragment of Wommersom quartzite (280.5) and two artefacts of geode quartz (124.8 and 124.9). Legend to the flint/stone illustrations: cross = Point of percussion present; open circle = Point of percussion no longer present; irregular dots = Cortex; concentric rings = Frost fracture scar; thin arrows = Direction of burin spalls. Scale 1:1.

Fig. 4.18. Find number 31.2. Scale 1:1.

Fig. 4.19. Detailed images of Find number 31.2. a. Fine-grained microcrystalline limestone with microfossils; b. Scattered larger calcite crystals (polarised light).

Fig. 4.20. 'Debitage' (or waste) from Trench 1: core preparation blade (67.1); cores (114.4, 36.12, and 48.14); core rejuvenation pieces (72.1 and 136.8); blades (23.1 and 24.10); flake (76.1). Legend to the flint/stone illustrations see Fig. 4.17 and legend use wear see page 200. Scale 1:1.

Fig. 4.21. Tools from Trench 1: retouched pieces (13.3 and 98.1); obliquely blunted points or B-points (3.1, 65.1, and 54.1); segment (23.1); hybrid segment/triangle (123.7); scalene triangle (15.1); microburin (46.2); various burin types (151.1, 18.7, 133.1, and 124.9), and an artefact resembling a burin (118.1); scrapers (18.6, 132.2, 15.3, and 145.3); scraper/borer combination tool (84.4). Legend to the flint/stone illustrations see Fig. 4.17 and legend use wear see page 200. Scale 1:1.

Fig. 4.22. 'Debitage' from Trench 2: core preparation blades (337.2 and 174.2); cores (194.6, 276.5, 242.6, and 298.3); core rejuvenation pieces (195.1, 243.4, 205.4, and 191.2); flakes (295.1, 268.1, 275.1, 266.1, 257.4, and 307.6); blades (207.1, 232.1, 316.1, and 301.1). Legend to the flint/stone illustrations see Fig. 4.17 and legend use wear see page 200. Scale 1:1.

Fig. 4.23. Tools from Trench 2 and a burin from Trench 3 (Find number 352.1): retouched pieces (194.5, 197.1, 336.7, 206.1 and 315.1); obliquely blunted points (B-points: 2.1 and 199.4); single-edged points (A-points: 326.10 and 292.1); point with retouched base (C-point) (223.5); segment (211.1); hybrid segment/triangle (322.7); lanceolate point (330.4); hybrid lanceolate point/point with a retouched base (201.10); point, unknown type (277.1); microburins (313.5 and 175.3); scrapers (266.2, 330.1, 318.1, 265.1, 317.1, and 267.14); burins (305.1, 295.2, and 314.1); combination tool of a burin and a scraper (312.2). Legend to the flint/stone illustrations see Fig. 4.17 and legend use wear see page 200. Scale 1:1.

Fig. 4.24. Tools from Trench 3 (Find number 352.1): retouched pieces (194.5, 197.1, 336.7, 206.1 and 315.1); obliquely blunted points (B-points: 182.1 and 199.4); single-edged points (A-points: 326.10 and 292.1); point with retouched base (C-point) (223.5); segment (211.1); hybrid segment/triangle (322.7); lanceolate point (330.4); hybrid lanceolate point/point with a retouched base (201.10); point, unknown type (277.1); microburins (313.5 and 175.3); scrapers (266.2, 330.1, 318.1, 265.1, 317.1, and 267.14); burins (305.1, 295.2, and 314.1); combination tool of a burin and a scraper (312.2). Legend to the flint/stone illustrations see Fig. 4.17 and legend use wear see page 200. Scale 1:1.

Fig. 4.25. Traces formed by contact with vegetable material. a. Traces on Find number 314.1, interpreted as resulting from processing siliceous plant material with a scraping motion. Original magnification 200x. b. Traces on Find number 295.1, interpreted as resulting from cutting siliceous plant material. Original magnification 100x. c. Traces on Find number 191.2, interpreted as resulting from shaving reed. Original magnification 200x. d. Traces on Find number 268.6, interpreted as resulting from wood working. Original magnification 200x.

Fig. 4.26. Traces formed by contact with material of animal origin. a. Traces on Find number 15.3, interpreted as resulting from scraping hide with a mineral addition on a hard surface. Original magnification 200x. b. Traces on Find number 133.3, interpreted as resulting from scraping hide on a soft surface. Original magnification 200x. c. Traces on Find number 76.1, interpreted as resulting from cutting hide with a mineral addition. Original magnification 200x. d. Traces on Find number 82.4, interpreted as resulting from processing fish. Original magnification 100x. The band of polish includes a round
area almost devoid of traces. e. Traces on Find number 277.4, interpreted as resulting from scraping fish, probably de-scaling. Original magnification 100x. The band of polish includes an area devoid of traces. f. Traces on Find number 314.1, interpreted as resulting from engraving fresh bone. Original magnification 200x. g. Traces on Find number 322.7, interpreted as resulting from butchering. Original magnification 200x. h. Traces on Find number 322.7, interpreted as resulting from butchering after which the object was retouched and re-used to scrape hide. Original magnification 200x.

Fig. 4.26. Traces of mineral and unknown material. a. Traces on Find number 206.1, interpreted as resulting from cutting jet. Original magnification 100x. b. Traces on Find number 84.4, interpreted as resulting from roaming a hole in shell. Original magnification 100x. c. Traces on Find number 124.9, interpreted as resulting from scraping an inorganic, medium-hard material. Original magnification 100x. d. Traces on Find number 316.12, interpreted as so-called friction gloss, developed due to contact between haft and flint. Original magnification 100x.

Fig. 4.27. Mass spectrum of a black substance observed on Find number 201.10, identified as fossil angiosperm lignin containing some polysaccharide.

Fig. 4.28. Various flint artefacts from Trenches 1 and 2. a. Piece showing retouch (Trench 2); b. Segment (Trench 1); c. Scraper (Trench 2); d. Scraper (Trench 2). Scale 1:1.

5. Fauna

Fig. 5.1. Bone. a. Burnt; b. Unburnt.
Fig. 5.2. Smew. Male (top) and female (bottom).
Fig. 5.3. Water rail.
Fig. 5.4. Spotted ray (male).
Fig. 5.5. Grass snake.
Fig. 5.6. Estimated and calculated total length of pike, based on identified remains from 2 and 10mm sieve residues.
Fig. 5.7. Beaver.
Fig. 5.8. Tools made of bone and antler. a. Tool fragment; b. Axe or chisel fragment of red deer antler; c. Possible bead of bird bone. d. Possible awl fragment. Scale a. and b. 1:1, diameter c. 6.7mm, length d. 12 mm.

6. Archaeobotany: landscape reconstruction and plant food subsistence economy on a meso and microscale

Fig. 6.1. Location of the cores mentioned in this chapter, B37A0673/W-04, B37W0675/W-06, and B37W0697/W-28, projected onto the surveyed former surface of the Late Pleistocene and Early Holocene sand (fluviatile and river-dune sediments) in Target zone West. Also shown are the locations of the other cores taken at Stage 3 and the excavated trenches of Stage 4.

Fig. 6.2. Location of loose soil samples from Trenches 1 and 2 that were subjected to pollen analysis. Shown within each trench are the numbered sections and the locations of Cores B37A0673/W-04, B37W0675/W-06, and B37W0697/W-28. The plan is projected onto a map of the surveyed former surface of the Late Pleistocene and Early Holocene sand (fluviatile and river-dune deposits) in Target zone West.

Fig. 6.3. Locations of pollen samples and radiocarbon samples in Cores B37A0673/W-04, B37A0675/W-06, and B37A0697/W-28. All depths in cm - HF (= Top of the core). Depth of the harbour floor resp. 17.72m - asl (B37A0673/W-04), 17.64m - asl (B37A0675/W-06), and 18.09m - asl (B37A0697/W-28).

Fig. 6.4. Pollen diagram Core B37A0675/W-06 (situated just outside Trench 1). (B) = Identification based on Beug 2004; (P) = Identification based on the series published by Punt et al. 1976-2009.

Fig. 6.5. Quantitative analysis of charred microscopic particles Core B37A0675/W-06, combined with frequently encountered pollen types. (B) = Identification based on Beug 2004; (P) = Identification based on the series published by Punt et al. 1976-2009.

Fig. 6.6. Pollen diagram Core B37A0673/W-04 (situated within Trench 2). (B) = Identification based on Beug 2004; (P) = Identification based on the series published by Punt et al. 1976-2009.

Fig. 6.7. Analysis results charred microscopic particles Core B37A0673/W-04, combined with

Fig. 6.8. Pollen diagram Core B37A0697/W-28. (B) = Identification based on Beug 2004; (P) = Identification based on the series published by Punt et al. 1976-2009.

Fig. 6.9. Analysis results charred microscopic particles Core B37A0697/W-28, combined with the most common pollen types. (B) = Identification based on Beug 2004; (P) = Identification based on the series published by Punt et al. 1976-2009.

Fig. 6.10. Pollen analysis results loose-soil samples, taken from various batches from Trenches 1 and 2. (B) = Identification based on Beug 2004; (P) = Identification based on the series published by Punt et al. 1976-2009.

Fig. 6.11. Analysis results, charred microscopic particles from loose-soil samples, taken from various batches from Trenches 1 and 2. (B) = Identification based on Beug 2004; (P) = Identification based on the series published by Punt et al. 1976-2009.

Fig. 6.12. Total pollen percentages for anthropogenic indicators and charred-fragment concentrations (in mm²/ml) in Cores B37A0673/W-04, B37A0675/W-06, and B37A0697/W-28.

Fig. 6.13. Lesser celandine (*Ranunculus ficaria*). a. SEM micrographs of a charred fragment of tuber parenchyma from Batch 3 - Trench 1 - Sample Number 28. Cross section showing polygonal parenchyma cells, diameter 80 to 100µm; b. Concentration of solid tissue (a result of the charring process), which marks the position of the stele. The stele itself (diameter circa 250µm) originally formed the centre of the tuber; c. Damp undergrowth covered by lesser celandine in a riparian forest in Scotland; d. Tubers of lesser celandine collected in spring.

Fig. 6.14. Charred fragments of a common-club-rush rhizome (*Schoenoplectus lacustris*) from Trench 1 - Batch 1 - Sample Number 54 (dry residue). Visible is a conspicuously smooth cross section, which suggests that the rhizome may have been cut before becoming charred (a. and b. show the same fragment).

Fig. 6.15. SEM micrographs of a charred rhizome fragment of common club-rush (*Schoenoplectus lacustris*) from Trench 1 - Batch 1 - Sample Number 54. Visible is aerenchyma tissue with randomly placed vascular bundles. a. Overview; b. Detail.

Fig. 6.16. SEM micrographs of a charred rhizome fragment of common club-rush (*Schoenoplectus lacustris*) from Trench 1 - Batch 1 - Sample Number 54. Visible is aerenchyma tissue with randomly placed vascular bundles each completely surrounded by a sclerenchyma sheath. a. Overview; b. Detail.

Fig. 6.17. Charred tuber of a member of the sedge family (*Cyperaceae*) from Trench 2 - Batch 1 - Sample Number 334 (dry residue).

Fig. 6.18. SEM micrographs showing a cross section of the tuber of a member of the sedge family, Trench 2 - Batch 1 - Sample Number 334. a. Cross section with vascular bundles randomly placed in the parenchyma tissue; b. Individual, amphivasal concentric bundles with phloem tissue surrounded by xylem (the phloem is almost completely deteriorated due to charring; its position is marked by cavities at the centre of each bundle).

Fig. 6.19. Acorn. a. Charred fragments from Trench 1 - Batch 3 - Sample Number 28; b. Two halves of acorn cotyledons from Trench 1 - Batch 2 - Sample Number 115, both from dry-sieve residues (scale circa 2:1).

Fig. 6.20. Examples of charred acorn parenchyma (SEM micrographs). a. From Trench 2 - Batch 2 - Sample Number 442 (botanical sample), showing thick-walled acorn parenchyma cells; b. From Trench 1 - Batch 0 - Sample Number 111 (wet-sieve residue), thin-walled parenchyma cells and the curved outlines of the vascular bundles are clearly visible.

Fig. 6.21. Water chestnut (*Trapa natans*): a. Floating leaf rosettes; b. Nuts with spines.

Fig. 6.22. Water chestnut (*Trapa natans*): a. Charred fragment, a complete spine from Trench 1 - Batch 3 - Find Number 18; b. Shell and spine fragments from Trench 1 - Batch 2 - Find Number 55.

Fig. 6.23. Yellow water-lily (*Nuphar lutea*): a. Charred seed from Batch 1 - Trench 1 - Section 9A, Sample Number 83; b. Living plant with fruits (capsules), each containing numerous seeds.

Fig. 6.24. Dogwood (*Cornus sanguinea*): a. Charred and broken fruit stones from Batch 1 - Trench 1 - Sample Number 54-6B (a radiocarbon date of 7071 to 6768 cal BC obtained on material from Batch 1 suggests a Middle Mesolithic date); a. Charred fruit-stone retrieved from a botanical sample (Batch 1 - Trench 2 - Sample Number 419); b. Living plant with berries.

Fig. 6.25. Hawthorn (*Crataegus monogyna*): a. Charred fruit-stone retrieved from a botanical
7. Synthesis

Fig. 7.1. Bird’s-eye view of the Yangtze Harbour planning area around 6750 BC. The drier parts are covered with deciduous woodland; the wetter parts support alder and subsequently reed fringes. At further distance inland lakes appear; at the horizon (looking south), the higher coversand area marking the edge of the estuary can just be made out.

Fig. 7.2. Core B37A06777/W-08 from Target zone West. From bottom to top, it shows successively: Early Holocene fluvial clay with clearly identifiable soils (KRKY) and Basal Peat (NIBA), contemporary with the site’s Middle Mesolithic occupation; freshwater tidal deposits (EC) and estuarine deposits (NAWO) from the period of rapid drowning by the sea from 6500 BC onwards; and young marine sediments (SBBL) of the past 2500 years. The harbour floor (marked 00-, top left) lay at 17.32 m asl.

Fig. 7.3. Distribution of Wommersom quartzite used as a raw material for tools during the Middle and Late Mesolithic (after Gendel 1984 and 1987, see Louwe Kooijmans, van den Broeke, Fokkens, and van Gijn 2005, with additional data from the sites Rotterdam-Beverwaard Tramremise, Rotterdam-’t Hart, Rotterdam-Yangtze Harbour, and Hoge Vaart A27 in Flevoland). Based on the wetland context of the sites from Rotterdam and Hoge Vaart, a tentative northern boundary of the distribution area is indicated in pink. The yellow dot marks the location where the Wommersom quartzite outcrops, and was quarried; Rotterdam-Yangtze Harbour is indicated with a red dot.

Fig. 7.4. Location of the discussed Mesolithic sites in and around Rotterdam, in relation to the river-dune complexes identified by detailed mapping programmes (compiled by: Municipality of Rotterdam Archaeological Service BOOR).

Fig. 7.5. Schematic section showing the anatomy of the Rhine-Meuse delta, with time lines indicating water-table rise and drowning.

Fig. 7.6. The Holocene flooding of the North Sea. Deeper parts (darker shade of blue) drowned between 8000 and 7000 BC. The presumed coastline position at 7000 BC and a beach-barrier alignment breached by tidal inlets are indicated, the latter by a dotted line. Rotterdam-Yangtze Harbour is marked with the red dot.

Fig. 7.7. The Storrega tsunami, occurring between 6250 and 5950 BC. The position of the Dutch coastline at the time of the tsunami is uncertain (cf Fig. 7.6). The red dot indicates the location of Rotterdam-Yangtze Harbour.

Fig. 7.8. Northwestern Europe around 8000 BC. The progressive sea-level rise eventually turned the Dogger uplands into a North Sea island, and drowned them altogether around 6250 BC. Rotterdam-Yangtze Harbour is indicated with the red dot.

Fig. 7.9. Maps of southeastern Labrador, Canada. The area shown is roughly the size of the Benelux, the adjacent part of Germany, the southern North Sea, and eastern England put together. a. The map drawn by Mathieu Medicabo shows a distorted image of the area, which on the other hand is very detailed in representing the coastline, river courses, and lakes. b. A conventional map with the cartographically correct representation of the area (after Leacock 1969, 7, Folders 1 and 2).

Fig. 7.10. Scatter diagram of uncalibrated radiocarbon dates and elevations above prehistoric sea level. In addition to Niekus 2006 (black dots, N = 393; plotted in relation to the sea-level rise curve of the northern Netherlands). With additional data from the Yangtze Harbour (the present report), Hardinxveld-Polderweg, and Hardinxveld-De Bruin (Out 2009), Willemstad (van Es and Casparie 1968; van de Plassche 1982; Amkreuz 2013) and several Rotterdam sites (see Table 7.3, data from the site list attached to the ROaA, in preparation), plotted in relation to the sea-level rise curve of the Rhine-Meuse estuary (Hijma and Cohen 2010).
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